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To understand the code of sex morality which characterizes the
State of Massachusetts, it is necessary to inquire into the social
equipment brought to this country by our founding fathers and the con-
ditions which directed that equipment along veiy definite channels*
Our Puritan ancestors came to the new continent endowed with a
concept of marriage already well-moulded by the Hebrew patriarchs and
firmly formulated by the Christian Church. This heritage, in which the family
was a compact social unit dominated by the father, regarded as sacred, and
in which the wife and children contributed greatly in fulfilling economic
functions, served well to meet the needs of the early economic structure of
1
the New England colonies.
The first attempts at colonization in Massachusetts might be paralleled
roughly fe*the pastoral stage of Hebrew civilization when there split away
from the tribe groups bound by ties of blood, each of which was solidly
2
cemented together in the economic fundtion of caring for the flocks*
Beyond the realm of the family group and the tending of flocks, society offered
little means of subsistence. So, too, in early colonial times, the economic
I
struggle for existence found its focal point in the family group. Anong the
Isrealites the preservation of all property within the family group under com-
3
plete male control placed a marked emphasis on family unity and stability.
This identical function of property inheritance under male dominance remained!
1. Goodsell, vyillystine, A History of !:arriage and the Family, The I.'acnillan Co
1934 (revised edition), pp. 366-367.
2. Goodsell, 'i7.
,
op. cit»
, pp. 53-54.
5. Goodsell, \7., op. dtp, p, 56.

to be served by our colonial patriarchal family. Carrying the parallel
one step further, since Tzives and children were included among the properl[|y
4
of the Hebrew patriarchs, it is not surprizing to find that carry-over
into the concept of marriage introduced and insisted upon by the first
5
colonial governing bodies in the Massachusetts Bay Colony, In colonial
6
times the additional need for poiDulating vast stretches of territory
served to re-enphasize the fai-llial struc ;ure serving the above-named
functions.
Dr. Goodsell sxaminarizes these functions succinctly when she says,
that marriage and patriarchal family organization were designed in
large Lieasure for the protection of private property, and for its control
and inJieritance by males. Other ends were doubtless served by these
institutions, but the economic puri^ose (italics mine) was fundamental
7
from the dawn of historj^ to the latter half of the nineteenth century,"
It is not, therefore, suiprizing to find the moral code of the
ancient Hebrews applied practically in its entirety to the early !Tew
England family. In line with this moral code, the early Courts of .Assist-
ants issued their decrees against those who did not conduct themselves
according to the accepted social pattern, and as early as 1631 we find a
"Court of Assistants holden att Boston, October 18th" ordering "that if
any man shall have carnall copulacon with another man»s wife, fiey both
8
shalbe punished by death," This differs from and inte-.sifies the Hebrai*
4, Goodsell, ',7., op. cit. , p. 54.
5, Goodsell, .7., op. cit,. P« 559,
6. Goodsell, V.'., op. cit,. p. 366,
7. Goodsell, ',7,, op. cit,, p. 317,
edited by I.athaniel B, Shurtleff, printedJbx The. Press of •Villiaa.
vmite, 1853, vol, 1, p. 92.

5>
code in which only the wonan suffered death. Thus was the tradition early
established in colonial history in v/hich uorals became a subject of court
9
legislation,
Vftio were the men responsible for the particular brand of faioily life
established in the New Enfdand colonies? The Puritans who doi.inated the
early colonial governing forces had been a small religious minority in
10
England struggling there not for toleration but for control, For a state-
ment of their beliefs, let us look to James Truslow Adams. "The central pivo-
of their creed was the absolutely unconditioned will of God. The system, w
is strongly tinged with legal doctrine, acknowledges no law but that of his
untraiiimeled will. From this flow two consequences. One is that there is no
room for a non-moral sphere of activity, for actions which, belonging
U
merely to the domain of nature, are untinged by moral obligation
Mans goes on to say that "His Qhe Puritan'T] iiuagination was wholly con-
centrated on questions of religion, and that religion was a "narrow Hebraism
which "kept open its windows toward Jerusalem, but closed eveiy other avenue
to the soulo Heaven and hell were as vividly visualized by him as e?:ternal
12
facts."
Since the Puritans were of "the elect", they were not condcr.med to
hell forever as were their less fortunate bretheren. The result was their
minds were chat-act eri zed by a smug self-assurance and rigid intolerance of
13
others* ideas.
•
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9. Cases and t aterials on the Development of Legal Institutions, edited by |
Julius Goebel, Colurabia University, 1931, p. 538.
10. Mams^ James Truslow. The Founding of New Ii:ngland, Little, r.rown, and Co
p. 71.
11. Alams, J.T., op. cit., p. 77.
12. iidams, J.T., op^. cit,, p. 78,
13. iidai ;s, J . r » ,—op* exT^., pp. /^**

God's will, according to which "ever/ detail of fanily life" had to
be regulated, was learned from the Bible, particularly the Old Testarnent,
Fron it jtlie Old TestanentJ almorjt exclusively, they drew their texts, and
it never failed to provide then with justification for their nost inhuman
14
and bloodthirsty acts,"
Such a creed left no rooir. for freedom of thought or private conduct
and "obviously opened the v/ay to the rr.ost far-reaching tj^ranny to \7hich r.en
15
could be called upon to subnito" This conplete surrender to the divine
will of Cod carried v/ith it a negation of the ideas of self-devGlop:;icnt and
personality expression, Mai^s sees this school of thoufrht ttltinf ready root
in the now r.iddls class of the refoination period as a fanatical pretest
16
against the iixiorality of the decadent and hostile., nobility.
The Puritan ni:iority opposition group of 3n|-land became a "New "^nfrland
oligarchy" v/hich atteiiroted to translate its noral standards into a le^al
17
code. "7e shall exar.iine thet legal code to learn the attitude of the
P^aritan leadership on sex i:;atters and we shall atteript to tie t'lese orals
and the resulting laws to enforce them to the econor.ic and social base from
which they grew*
14, Adans, J.T,, op. cit », p, 60.
15, Mans, J,T., op. cit. p. 79.
16, Mai.:s, J.T., op. cit., p. c5.
17, MaLiS, J.T,, op. cit. , pp. 3J.1-112.
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C-oebel tells us that "The very circai^tance that certain t^rpes of
behavior should be punished is closely connected ;7ith the v7hole Christian
morality and the function of the church in propagating and f-iarding its
18
Koral standards*"
^ams points out that the geographical nature of llev? England produced
a population which was largely niddle class, - the class in which Paritan-
19
isn found fertile soil for growth. Even so, not a few of the early colon-
ists rebelled against a norality characterised by "repression and conformity"
and \indemeath the blanl-:et of Puritan laorality mn^- then unrientionable
activities went on. Unfortunately the Puritan p' ilosophy alloted no place foir
recreation, with the result that "Those who lacked the taste or ter.iperanent
to find their relief f'rori the deadly monotony of long hours of toil in theo-
logical exposition, and who were debarred from their old-tine sports, turned
i
to drunicenness and sexual immorality, both of which xvere frequent in Ririta
20 ' H
Hew Sn^iand." i,
1
It is important to remember that decisions and laws made by the Courts
of ^sistants represent the opinions of a small group of men (var^-ing in
number from seven to eighteen) elected by the General Court of company
members (or freemen) who were but a tiny fraction of the entire population*
These proprietors alone possessed the right to vote and legislate. Although
the charter of the Tvlassachusetts Bay Company issued in 1629 provided for the
legislative authority to rest in the General Court, from 1630 to 1634 this
18 o §a3e3,and Vyterials. ca the DeY5lop
_
Hient of Legal Institutions, op. cit .,p.556.
19, Adams, J,T,, op, cit. ^pp. 112-113.
20, Mams, J,T,, op. cit, ,p. 111.
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621. Adams, T rriu 0 « ) op. cit,, p. 160.
22, Adains
,
J.T., op. cit.. pp. 163-163.
23. JoT.
,
op. cit,. PP» 163-164.
24. J.T., op. cit,, pp. 171-172;
25, Adams, 0 e • 1 op. cit,. P« 174,
function had been perfomed exclusively by the autocratic Court of Assistants,
In the latter year, as a result of a town investigation into the charter, the
21
General Court assumed its rightful duties.
It is significant to note also the close alliance in the early colonial
government between the clergy and the civil authorities, »»The King and the
Archbishop were no more closely allied, nor laore bent upon forcing their
own will upon that of the people, than were the civil and ecclesiastical
powers of the little AL-ierican commonwealth, however worthy or unworthy the
22
motives of each raay have been," That the magistrates and clergy acted
together was clearly illustrated in the civil order calling for the banish-
ment of Roger V/illiams who advocated separation of church and state as well
23
as religious toleration, Equally indicative of unanimity in interests
was legislation mal-:ing church attendance compulsory; forbidding criticism
of the clergy; and taxing everyone to support the ministers, despite the
24
fact that only one-fifth of the colonists were church members.
Thus was the ground prepared for the installation and development of
the social, ethical and moral concepts embodied in Puritanism, a whole
vividly described by Adams as a ",,,wild fruit that grew steadily more
25
gnarled and bitter,,,, "for the next tv/o centuries.
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7The same two centuries, however, witnessed a change in the economy
of the New England states from one priraarily agricultural in nature with
commerce and industry as supplementary occupations to one largely commercial
in fouao -And concurrently with and out of the commercial development emerged
the stage of industrial capitalism which was continued to grow to vast pro-
26
portions and dominates our society today. This tremendous change in the
economic structure was bound to affect social institutions, and not one of
the least so to he affected was the family. The modem apartment-dwellers,
Mr. and Mrs, Jones with their one, two or three children (or none at allj
)
each seeking and finding the fulfillment of their life needs in the larger
social groups differ radically from the Iv!r» and Ivlrs. aaith (the latter very
likely succeeded after early death hy one or two other Mrs, Smiths) of the
1
Massachusetts colony with their dozen or so children, and their lives complet
encompassed by the family hearth©
Just as the character of the family and family life have changed with
new industrial base, so have the functions which the family has to perfoim
in society changed. Many of its old functions have vanished leaving only
an occasional, nostalgic trace, - these are protection, religion, education^
food-production and clothing-production. One basic function, reproduction,lia£
lost considerable ground. What is left of this latter function plus the rearl
of children and the supplying of affection appear to be the main-springs on
which our family life rests today*
The vital organs and the face of the family have changed. The moral code
of the early Puritans still remains, - written in black and white into the
law books of Massachusetts; written in tragedy and misery into the lives
ely
i
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1
i
>
26. Bimba. inthonv. The History of the Aaerican Worthing Class, International
Publishers. 1927, third edition, p, S0»

of unfortunate human beingSo
With this introduction, let us proceed to explore the details of the
economic and social structure of Massachusetts in each of the main periods
of its development until the Civil War, the laws of these periods dealing
with "sex offenders" (confined in this thesis to wanen), and the possible
relationships which might exist between the two*

9The^unit of society in colonial T.&a England - socially, economically
and culturally - was the family proup* The concept of a stronfr family unit
was introdticed by settlers who hal a long heritage of far.ily solidarity;
and in the \myielding soil of the Hew England frontier, this institution
took firra root» As Tames T, ^arns says, "The family was,, .closely connectec.
with another fundamentally ii,portant institution, land, which provided its
1
econom-ic base and to a large extent molded its social and legal aspects."
The first !Tew Englanders were starting literally from "roci:- "cot torn"
in their efforts at establishment on the new continent. Because of its
glacial origin and the preponderance of boulder clay, only intensive,
diligent and skillful efforts on the part of many hands could maice the
soil produce. This urgent need for land productive power coupled with the
basic necessity of filling ones daily subsistence requirements (cooking,
spinning, sewing, etc, ) made family life the sine qua non of colonial
existence. The labor market was so undep-supplied that it was most de-
sirable and least expensive to raise ones ovm labor by having many childrei
ind this v/as done on an e::tensive scale, - a scale that would have done the
hearts of L'ussolini and Hitler good, families of 30, 27, 26, 23, 20, 17,
13 and 12 offspring were far from rare occurrences according to the
2
testimony of Cotton l ather , and nine persons per faiaily (including servant
3
was the average.
1, Idams. J,T., Provincial Society, 1690-1763, ( A History of Anerican Life,
vol, 3), The I acmillan Co,, 1927, p, 11,
2- '.Tertenbakerf Thomas Jefferson, The First Aiericans, 1607-1690, (A Histoi
of A.ierican Life, vol, 2), The I acmillan Co,, 1927, pp. 182-183,
3, Coodsell, 7?,, op. cit,, p, 398,
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iThe size of a man»s family was taken into account in the dispensation
of the land of a town, so that "Ai industrious man with an unusually large
4
family might find himself similarly favored with more acreage." .And
"...when the division of land was made in Salem in 1634, it was ordered that
•the least family shall have ten acres, but greater families may have more
5
according to their number»»"
Each member of the early family lived an everyday existence of drudgery
and hardship. No one escaped from the many phases of work that had to be
j
done. Except for those frequent intervals when the household listened to the
reading of the scriptures, there was probably little relaxing. The men and
boys of the house could usually be found biisily engaged on the farm; while the
women and girls repeated the routine of cooking, cleaning, food preparation^ ^|
6
soap and candle-making, etc. In spare moments there was always whittling of
home necessities out of wood to be done, or a dozen other household tasks.
As if this alone were not enough for one group of human beings to do,
the government encouraged families to undertake flax and sheep raising, and
linen and woolen manufacturing. This official encouragement of household
industry was prompted by the unfavorable balance of trade faced by the
colonies. Their limited exports of furs, naval stores, fish oil, etc, were
not sufficient to pay for all the manufactured goods they would have liked
to purchase from the mother country.
The official court order in 1640 encouraging these activities "ordains
4. Wertenbaker, T.J., op. cit ,, p. 56.
5. Wertenbaker, T,J., op/ cit. , p. 56. ,!
6. See Wertenbaker, T.J., op. cit ., pp. 83-85 for a typical dawn-to-dusk
routine for the colonial family.

U1
that boys and cirls be tau^-ht to spin yam Ctalics r.inel : thc^. .c.pn« r.^nnp««
essentially is applied to cotton wool." /eeden further states: "Cotton
did not cone in fast enourh frou the Jest Indies; in this year
^64oJ for
lach of it for clothing, the Court recoMnends the fathering of V7ild henp,
statinc that 2d per pound is already offered for it by sundr:,^ persons, and
enjoininr the people to v/orh their children and soT-vants early and late,
jitalics mine]
Under ^cvermaentcl conpiilsion, the honespun industries, by 16'-12, had
9
become "an integral part of life in the Puritan colonies," Later, decrees
of Croiri\7ell establishing hi^^li export duties on raw riaterials as •.;cll as the
finished cloth products, to^:ether v/ith a reciprocal trade treaty with Franc*
to the detriment of the colonies, proYol:ed the Massachusetts General Court
to act ar-ain, ".o. 'fearing that it v/ill not be so easy to L^port clothes
as it v;as in past years, thereby necessitating more hone nanufacture, ' |itj
orders the selectmen in ever^'- town to turn the worien, cirls and boys
jitalics luinej toward spinninr: and weaving, -he officials are to consider
each faiaily, and to assess it for one or ;aore spinners, or for a fractional
part. T'lat everyone thus assessed do after this present year 1656 spin
for 30 \^eelz3 every yeare, a pound per weehe of lining cotton or wooling
and 30 oroportionably for halfe or quarter siDinners under the penalty of
r n 1012d for everi-- pound short /italics i.dnej .»"
7. "Jeeden, V.'illiain B,, iilconoj .ic and social Ilistoiy of i^c.i Sr^ land, 1C20-
1769, vol*. 1
, ,
Houghton, Ilifflin and Co., 1899, p, 170.
8. Vfeeden, \7,B,, op. cit, vol. 1, pp. 170-171.
9. .,'eeden, '.V.B., opo cit.,volo 1, p. 176.
lOo .'eeden, 'J.B., op. c it., vol. 1, pp. 197-198.
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Prof, 7ertenbal:er has described the intricate and pains-tal;in£ processes
11
which 7/ent on in r.iany colonial hones in the production of linen cloth:
"iifter the seeds :iad been sown, and the Graceful plants v/ith their
pretty drooping blue flowers had grown to full size, the stallis were pulled
up by the roots, dried in the sun or by fires, drawn through a heav^' comb
to break off the seed bolls, bundled, rotted in water, dried again, pounded
in the ponderous flax break, scutched with the swindling block and knife,
drawn through the hatchel, placed on the clock reel an3 spun into long,
even threads, bleached in water, seethed, rinsed and dried. The yam was non
ready for the loon. Usually the v/eaving was done at hoKie, in the attic or
shed loft, but at tines this part of the work T7as left to profeosional
weavers. Veaving was also a ver^^ coLiplicated procedure, and there now
followed the winding of the quill and bobbin, the warping and bea-:ing*, thei
'drawing* or 'entering,*"
Painting a word picture of colonial ITew England ir. 1690, Adar.s describes
"•,,a widely scattered and nainly agricultural population leading a hard-
working, narrow, parochial and sometimes dangerous existence in solitary
farms, tiny harJ.ets, or at riost in what would now be considered siriall Yillag(
,,,It was a society in which all the conditions tended greatly to er.iphasize
the solidarity of faiiily life /italics nine / and that of the snoller politic)
12 l_ —
'
units,"
The freehold nature of land tenure in the Massachusetts colony (as
differentiated from the feudal tenure which characterized i.iOst of the
colonies) resulted from the combination of many factors and provided a per-
fect economic base for the patriarchal fanilyo Yeeden tells us that:
"It was the adinirable economic land tenure which shaped the early towns;
without this, even their religious and political s; stem night not have
established their distinctive system of living,,, the liberty of the indiv-
idual nan was enshrined in the homestead, but the dependence of the enligh-
tened citizen was incorporated in a body of duties and privileges that the
I
1
iS
1
11» /ertenbaker. T,J,, op. cit., pp, 76-77.
12t -Adama, J.T., op. cit«, Pq 23.

13
15
13
world will never cease to adriire.- The conditions which lead to this
particular form of land ot/nership have been described succinctly by the14
"
^-^^ clinate and soil of New England, coupled with an abund-
ance of land and scarcity of labor, riade anything like feudalism r
-possiblejL.
Controlled by factors beyond their master:/, the Puritans therefore spread
over Hew England under the leadership of freehold farraers,,,"
The Beards go on to explain that those to whom the hard and involved
life of the famei^producer did not appeal, secured their economic subsis-
tence from the sea in the pursuits of fishing, commerce and ship-building.
But 90 per cent of the population were tied to the land, and the most eff-
icient social unit for exploiting the small land-holdings was the patriarch4
al fai7iilyo
Engels* generalization that »»The social institutions, under which the
people of a certain historical period and of a certain country are living,
are dependent on t^ ese txio forms of production; partly on the development o:
labor, partly on that of the faiiily" might well be illustrated in the part-
16
icular period under discussion. He goes on to say: "The less labor is de-
veloped, and the less abundant the quantity of its production, and, therefoare,
the wealth of society, the more society is seen to be under the domination
of sexual ties. However, under this fonnation based on sexual ties, the
productivity of labor is developed more and more." This seems to describe
the situation os it worked out when this continent v/as settled.
13. /eeden, W,B,, op, cit « p. 53.
14. yJeard, Charles A, and l iary R, , Jhe Idse of A"icricen Oivilizetion , vol.1
The Ilacinillan Co., 19£7, p. 55«
15. -Angels, Frederick, The Origin of the Family, Private Tropert:' and the
State (fourth edition), Charles H. Kerr and Co., 1909, p. 10.
16. Engels, F., og, cit. , p. 10.
« <
r
»
14
1
-Although the founding fathers came fron countries where Lian had
advanced to a high stage i:. economic development (the handicraft and
industrial level), they themselves vreve forced to utilize the technique of
the hunting and fishing and the agricultural stages in coping v/ith pioneer
conditions, and in getting their foothold on the new continent. Once f-.at
was accomplished, the industrial revolution could advance from the already
high level achieved in England with lighti^ning rapidity. "Consequently".
17 H ^ ,
says Cormons, "industrial evolution in colonial times was not the evolution
of tools and processes, but the evolution of markets fitted to utilize the
tools anri processes already evolved."
'.Ve, however, are still concerned v;ith the agricultural era in colonia!
history, and the faiuily Institution v/hich gre\7 out of it. M irroortant
influence in s/.aping the colonial famly was the eiiphasis on a well estab-
lished concept, - private property. '*Mci when v/ith the preponderance of
private property over collective property and with the interest for inher-
itance paternal law and monogaroy assui.-.ed the supremacy, then marriage "becami
still more dependent on economic considerations, \Ji\e forrri of p;;rchase marrii
disappears, but the essence of the transaction is more and more intensified,
so that not only the woman, but also the man have a fixed price - not accor:
18
ing to his qualities, but to his wealth."
V/eeden has given us an illustration of exactly >iow this process of
marriage "transaction" worked in bringing a crnr::le tO' ether, in the -neriod
19
we are discussing:
oodsell.
17. Comraons, John I\. , et. al.,;:istory of Labour in the United States, vol.l.
The I.Iacm.illan Co., 1921, p, 28.
18. Engels, F,, o_p, cit., p. 95. ^so see above pju 2. in reference to (
19. ,/eeden, .7.B., op. cit., pp. 219-220.

"\Ye come laore intimtely into the loves of Henry Grey end Lydia '^rost,
which halted, thouch they finally noved to fruition, and Ilenrj'-, with
Lydia's help, ulttr.ately becarae a proniinent man and deputy to the General
Court in Fairfield, Connecticut, Lechford, the lawyer, was a friend of the
father, and wrote from Boston, in 1C40, coraniending Grey and his r.dssion whe^
he went to induce the reluctant papa to favor i'.is suit. Grey went to
satisfy his proposed father-in-law concerning his estate, which yet the
maid doth not stand on, but is fully satisfied thereabout and all other
things, and her affections to him remain, » Grey^s father had proirdsed an
unknown svna. toward a house; this has been lately increased by 20 pounds.
Grey's brother, a citizen of London, has promised 'to stock hin with 100
pounds worth of com'-odities from time to time, if the Lord heepe open the
way, and he is to have half the profit, • Grey could show that he was then
worth 50 pounds, 'which is as much as her sister here desired and more than
the maid herself ever stood on,'"
20
This economic and social historian tells us that "The v/hole business
of matrimony v/as conducted by an economic and practical method of procedure^
the forma of which were well prescribed and understood, I'.Tien people marriec
in those daySf they v/ent to the business in regular and methodical fashion^
Sentiment might and generally did stimulate the proceedings, but it nust
enter formally and move according to the will of parent or ; uardian. The
pattern of love-m.aking was as rigid as that of their ruffs and collars.
There was a highly economic method in the whole matter of courtship and
marriage,"
It is not to be wondered, therefore, that the institution of matrimony^
so essential to all the economic processes in the colonies, ^vas carefully
safe-guarded in laws. Included in the necessary legal measures in es-
tablishing this civil contract were: (1) securing parental consent; (2)
publication of banns or receiving the Governor's license; (3) legal
21
solemnization by a magistrate, and (4) registration in the court.
In 1639, the General Court meeting in Boston on Sept, 4th, ruled as
20, V/eeden, V/,B,, op. cit, , p. 219.
SI, Goodsell, vUt 0P» cit, , VV* 382-383.
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22
follows
:
"For pventing of all vnlaTrfull narriages.,oit is ordered, that, after
dewe publication of this order, noe psons shalbee ioyned in marriage before
the intention of the pties pceeding therein hath bene 3 tines published at
the tine of publike lecture or towne neeting, in both the tovmes r/here the
pties, or either of thein, do ordinarily reside; c: in such townes where no
lectures are, then the sarae intention to bee set vp in v/riting Ypon some
poast standing in publike Yiewe, and Ysed for such purpose, ,,onely, there
to stand, so as it laay easily bee reed, by the space of 14 dayes,"
"Behind and beyond all", relates 'Teeden, "the Puritan ecclesiastical
machinery looms heavily and darkly in the background, ready to crush either
parent or child should any inconsiderate impulse cross the hard, iron lines
23
of its conventional administration of social iiatters,"
I'orris tells us that, "oingle women (who were »antient maids* at 25)
and bachelors were looked upon as living on the borderland of criminality
E4
by a society that glorified the orthodox familya"
Contrar:,'- to the general conception, the Puritan elect did not accept
the English common law as the basic rule of the new corjnonwealth. They
incorporated it only as supplementary to their own orif^inal code, "the law
25
of Crodo" They held that "...no authoritie or power either in parents,
masters, magistrates, commissioners, etc, doth or ourht to hold agt God
26
or his comraands.,.o" This "law of C-od" took the form required of it by
the conditions of life facing the colonists described above and the bib-
'
lical emphasis pecula^r to the Puritan mind. "The New England scion of thi
stock", writes Teeden, "started with high hope to make a new kingdom of the
elect, a moral oasis in the dreary world abandoned to sin,.,we read their
!
8
1
22, .records of the Governor and Company, op. cit,, vol, 1, p. 275.
23«V/eeden. ',7.B.. op. cit. p. 220.
2^ r^-p^na A^>.^r^±^ "Gr-ime in Old Boston". Tostonia, Boston
Lniversity
iiluiani I.agazine, Tan, 1930, p, 9.
25. Mams, J.T., pj?.. ci.tf» l^. a ^ -^pa
^—:^„„„^^^^^-u^ fioYftrnor and Company, o'n. cit. YOi^ o.^-^ 04i^ _

systems and working beliefs ^ose of ITinthrop, Hooker, etcTJ , - the
artless attempts of these men to render Cod's judgtaents by scriptural
analogies into the administration of hunan law - \7onderinL; ^hat enlightened
intellects could have conceived such impossibilities. The nen were not at
fault, v-he social and religious atnosphere was charged with an unattainable
ideal of vicarious virtue, - a conception of duty which exalted each bold
scriptural theorist into a keeper of his brother's conscience, - a priestly
27
administration of another's soul."
That there was plenty of "soul-keeping" to be -one among the colonial
settlers is a recognized fact. Higid laws of far^.ily unity nay have been
an econonic necessity in the early seventeenth century; but they went agains'
the grain of many of the less restrained forefathers and laothers.
2e
Calhoun attributes many of the extra- and pre-marital sex relations
that troubled the colonial authorities to the practice of bundline:, a Dutch
carry-over which lasted well into the ei^jhteenth century. Poor colonial
mothers, inconvenienced by a f^^L a:id candle shortage, saw nothing wrong
in allowing the 3'oung men courting their daughters to ^et into bed with
them without undressing. This was i.erely an extension of the hospitality
29
shown passing friends with whom beds were generously shored. Cal'.oun
tells us, however, that in I'asGechusetts, this custo;,. was not co".fined to
50
the lower classes.
jPoT t].e ;-ost pert, the wealthy condemned this custom cs a vice; w'-oreas
those In favor of it said that the unfortunate incidents resulting were
27. Jeeden, .7,3,, op. cit ., pp. 222-223.
28. CalhoTin, ^thur j',, A Jocial "'istor:' of the ^.orican :"a."ily from ColoniA
Ti:;os to the Present
,
vol. 1, The Arthur H.Clark Co., 1917, p.l29.
29. Cf, the parallel custom ai.iong the 2scuino tribes carried one step furthilr
to the sharing of ones wife, as well as ones bod, with the itinerant sti' anger.

16
fewer than those in the hi^-her circles where different nethois of courtship
were practiced J "It is easy for those in confortable circuristances to re-
31
probate as vices the nake-shifts of penury", adds Calho^on. He attributes
the Gradual decline of this custon to the increase of wealth which nade
possible larf^er and nore cori.odious hones and to the less ricorous conditio^:
3S
Of life as the initial stages of settlement >?assedo
i^other early custon responsible for frequent pre-narital sex relations
was the pre-contract or official erragenent enboiied in the publication of
33
banns declarinc ones intention to narry. 7his "half-way narried" state
gave couples the basis for relations, which they later confessed in church
meetings under the OYe3>^.7helming fear of infant dannation, Calhoun is of the
opinion that nuch of the incontinence of early ITew England was not pronis-
34
CUOUSo
Charles ITrancis Mans, in a paper read before the Massachusetts Historii al
Society on "Some Phases of Sexual Ivlorality and Church Disci oline in Colonial
35
New England", describes his findings as the result of an e:;a. ination of
the Records of the First Church of Qaincy (dating fron 1673-1775), Jirst he
pictures the village of Braintree which was served by t!iis church as "an
ordinary seaboard town of i.Iassachusetts" with a population of 700 "souls" in
31« Calhoun, ii.'.7, , op. cit ,, p, 130,
32. Calhoun, A,W.
,
op. cit,, p. 1SS»
33. oee above, fp, 15 - 16,
34» Calhoun, A,j,, op . c it
,
p. 135«
35» Adans, Charles 1',, "Soi e Phases of Gexual Lorality and Church Disciplin^
in Colonial ITev; j^ngland", Proceedings of the I.'.assachusetts Historical
Society
,
Second series, vol, G, 1890-1691, Published by The Society, 1891,
pp. 480-481.
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1673:
"The meeting-house, about which clustered the colonial village, stood
on the old Plymouth road, between the tenth and the eleventh nile-posts
south of Boston. The people nere chiefly agriculturists, living on holdings
somewhat widely scattered; the place had no special trade or leading industrjf
and no cominerce, so that, when describing the country- a few years before, in
1660, - and since then the conditions had not £:reatly changed, - Samuel
Maverick said of Braintree, 'It subsists by raising provisions, and furnish-
ing Boston with wood,,,'"
In the Church Records he came across the following entrj-, similar to many
others, in the hand-writing of Kev, Hoses Riske (pastor from 1672-1708)
dated Harch 2, 1683:
B
Temperance, the daughter of Brother F now the wife of John
having been f:ullty of the sin of Fornication with hiiL that is now
her husband, was called forth in the open Congregation, and presented with a
paper containinu;- a full acknowledgment of her great sin and wickedness, -
publickly be^/ayled her disobedience to parents, pride, unprofitableness unde|
the means of grace, as the cause that might provoke God to punish her with
sin, and warning all to take heed of such sins, begging the church's prayers
that God would hurable her, and give a sound repentance, etc« V.^.ich confessitin
being read, after some debate, the brethren did genera]J.y if not unanimously
judge that she oufjht to be admonished; and accordingly she was solemnly ad-
monished of her great sin, which was spread before ber in divers particulars
and charged to search her own iieart wayes and to :ial:e tliorough work in her
Repentance, etc, from which she was released by the church vote unaniraously
on ilpril nth 1698,"
Tliese fifteen years of doing penance was a penalty of a different
nature fron those dealt out in the earlier years.
In the Records of the Governor and Company of the I.'.assachusetts Bay-
in New England we learn that at "A Court, holden att Boston, ITovembr 7th
1632,, .It is ordered, that ?vObert Huitt and I'ary Ridge shalbe whipt for com-
36
itting fornicacon togeather, of wch they are convicted."
-Sfew-l^ecords of the CQvernor and Coi.ipany, op. cit., TOl. 1, p.l02»
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Ten years later, a law promiOgated on May 18, 1642 provides that:
"If any man shall comit fornication wth any single woman, they shall bee
pmished either by enioyning to marriage, or fine, or corporal punishmt,
or all or any of these, as the judges shall appoint, most agreeahlie to the
37
word; and this order to continue till further order bee taken in it*"
That fornication was being punished not only for its potential threat
to the institution of marriage and the family but also for other reasons, not
indicated but siiggested, we have indicated in a Court order of December 4,
38
L6S8* "John Bickerstaffe was censured to bee severely whiped for comitting
fornication wth iles Burwoode© •©Ales Burwoode was censured to bee severely
irtiiped for yelding to Bickerstaffe wthout crying out, & concealing it
9 or 10 dayes |Tt alios mlnej
In 1665, disfranchisement was added to the punishment of any freeman
"legally conuicted of that fornication I or any other shameful! & vitious
39 \— -J
crime*"
In contrast with this penalty for having sex relations with a single
woman (i»e» fornication), let us examine the punishment meted out to those
whose cohabitation involved a married wcanan (adultery )o
37© l-ecords of the Governor and Company, op, cit©. vol© 2, p, 21©
38© Records of the Governor and Ca.ipany, or„ cit,, vol, 1, p, 246©
39© Records of the Governor and Company, op, cit,, vol, 4, part 2, p, 143©
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The Court of ^sistants "holden att Boston" October 18, 1651 ( jast a
year before the first fornication citation above) raled as follows: "It is
ordered, that if any man shall have camall copulacon v;ith another nan^s
40
wife, they both shalbe punished by death." So important, then, r/as the
integrity of the fai.iily in the colonial structure, that any in-roads upon it
were capital offenses. The graveness of the transgression to the early
magistrates can be iiore fully appreciated when one considers their deiriand
for the death penalty in connection with the scarcity of individuals and
their indispensability to the settlement.
The I-:ecords cite no cases of persons convicted under this statute.
But onI.:arch 12th, 1637 or 1638 at "A Gene rail Court, "^eld at rev/etoT/ne",
it is ordered "...thet tho 3 adulterers, Tohn nathav.-ay, Robrt iilen, L
Margaret 3eale, shalbee severely whiped, banished, never to returne araine
41
vpon peine of deathe." At the same time the Court confii-:ed and ordered
promulgated the previous lav; against adultery (Oct,, 1631),
This sentence, then v;ould seem to be a modification of the original,
despite the confimation of the latter by the Court, since it did not call
for death in the first instance (unless t'le combination of a severe w'.ipping
and banishraent meant alr..ost certain death), but only on the return of the
"sinners" to the fold of civilization.
The seeming contradiction in the position of tlie Co\irt on the penalty
for adultery is resolved a few years later when, on Oct, 7, 1640, the Court
rules that "The first lav; against adultery, made by the Courte of iissistantE
40. I^ecords of the Governor and Company, ©p. cit., vol, 1, p. 92,
41. P.ccords of the Governor Jind Company, op, cit,, vol, 1, p. 225.

2S
® 1631, is declared to bee abrogated; but the other, made the first m
42
1637 or 1638, by the Generall Court, to stand in force."
43
A sequel to this law was enacted on Oct. 16, 1660 by the General Court
when it ordered that any person remaining in the community after a sentence
of banishment on pain of death had been pronounced "... shall.., have a legall
triall.,.& shall accordingly be sentenced to death. •,vnlesse,,,reprived in
the meane time."
Some of the adultery cases, as would be expected, were difficult of
decision, and the responsibility of them was passed from the Court of -ilssis-
44
tants to the General Court. One such case was decided on Nov* 1, 1654:
"A case of difficulty was retoumed from the last Court of isistants
to the Gennerall Court, and the quaestion was thus presented for resolution:
A marrjed woman, with hir husband, in another mans house, whom in short t jme
she, contrary to hir husbands liking and comand, enters into to much fairall-
iaritje with at vnseasonable tjmes, v/hom she also seemes to affect m.ore than
hir husband; hir husband, greiving at hir carriage, departs from hir; and
after his retoume was brought to bed of a strong, liuely, perfect child,
(that presently after its birth suckt and crjed,.,.) fower weelces and five
dajes short of 40 weeks. The single person, being accused and imprisoned on
suspitjon of adultery with the marrjed woman, giving bayle for his appearanc^^
ranne away. The quaestion is, whither heere be two wittnesses, or that whicU
is aequipolent to it, to convict the sajd woman of adultery. The Court
resolued it on the negative, that there are not two wittnesses in the case,
nor any thing that is aequivolent thereto."
Another case, decided earlier in the same year (May 14, 1654), had a
45
less happy ending for the parties concerned:
"The Magists, not receiving the verdict of the jury in the case of
Daniell Gunne and ALise Cheater, on suspition of adultery, it came of course
to this Court to be determined. The Court, on pvsall of the deposicons in
the case, and examination of the sajd Alise Chyater, now accused for comittii^
adultery wjth Daniell Gunne, they doe not find them to be guilty of the fact
according to lawe, but finding hir guilty of much sharaefull and vnchast
42. Records of the Governor and Company, op, cit.
43. Records of the Governor and Company, op, cit.
44. Records of the Governor and Company, op. cit.
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behaviour, sentence hir to be seHously admonished, and to stand tjed««othe
whipping post, at least one hower and then discharge hir, that shee may repa
hone to hir husband; and that the said Gunne, when he is recouered, c: is
capable of it, shallbe whipt«"
Strange, indeed, must have been the reaction of the native Indians to
whom the benefits of the Puritan code were t;enerously extended, "Je read of
46
tho following case in point under the date of Oct, 23, 1668:
'^THiereas Sarah ihaton, an Indian squa, is now in prison for adultery,
& there being seuerall considerations about it, wherein nuch difficulty
appeares, it is ordered, that this case be heard by the Generall Court on
27 instant October, at one of ye clocke, Tiie Court at ye tine sent for the
sajd Sarah iihaton out of prison, tc being at the barr, hearing what was
produced agt her, vpon the question relating to the said Sarah iihatons
confession of conittinr:: adultery wth Joceph, an Indian, whither on what hath
been heard, as the case is circunstancd, she should be put to death, it was
resolued on the negative; and it is further ordered, that the sajd Sarah
iiliaton ohall, on the 29th instant, stand on the gallowes sfter the lecture
in Boston, wth a roape about hir necke one hower, that then the niarshall
generall shall cause her to be tooke doune £: retuimed to prison, £: conitted
to the Indian constable of ITaticke, who, on a publick day, by order fron
Capto Gookin, shall severely whip hir, not exceeding thirty stripes, <! yt
she pay all charged for the prosecution, to be allowed by Capt« Gookin,
(hir whipping to be deferred till after the tirae of hir deliuery, if she be
wth child, as is reported),"
A court decision of 167S in the case of Iluth Sead indicates a modifi-
cation in the penalty for adiatery, for in this instance it is r^.iled that
if the woman refuses to rei.iain banished, her lot will not be death upon legd
trial, buj? rather public announcement of her deed plus a severe whipping.
This decision injected a new note in the penalty for adlater^^, - that of
wearing a label in public view. The case is of such an interesting nature
47
as to nerit quotation in f'XLl:
"Ruth lead being Conitted to T^rison & brought to the barr to Inswcr fa
that hauing birm aboue fewer yeares in J^-leaia absent fron hir husband and
bringing wth i^ir a c;iild of About two yeares old ATfiirdiif. that she receive^
it at Brandford in Jnglond that ^gustin Li'ndon who chandging his nane to
John Rogers £ hirselfe by the nane of .lebeckah P.ogors as -he also A^fimed
.er
1
P
1
D8.
1»
Zfi. ecords of the Governor and Conpany, pp. cit, vol. 4, pa.t 2, pp. 40, 4
4-7. "lecords of the Court of .Assistants of the Colory of the ; .e:,:;,a_c .ub
1650-1692, vol. r. PJln'ooa LUia<jaL_,t>c_^auporTlgl9n of J^bn . nh1.a^^,x^^_^
by the County of Suffollc, 1901, p. 10.
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betweene whom seuerall letters wickedly (as if nan & wife..liad passed
between them which are on file, and that John Rogers told hir the childs
name was John Rogers, and most Impudently returning to these parts
Imposing the sajd child on hir husband \7m Read
-The Court senterct the said
Ruth Read that named hirselfe Rebeckah Rogers if found in this Colony two
months after this date that shee stands in the markett place on a stoole for
one hower wth a paper on hir breast wth ys Inscription THVS I ST^
H)R m ^TEROVS Jm WHORISH C-fiKRIAJE and that on a lecture day next afterthe lecture and then be seuerely whipt wth thirty stripes...
»
We find a similar digression from the penalty of banishment under pain
of death, as far as the woman is concerned, in the case of Mary Gibbs in the
48
year 1675. The co-defendant received a multiple punishment, -
-to goe from
hence to ye prison & thence to be Carrjed to the Gallows & there wth a
Roape about his necke to stand half an hower & thenc tjed to the Carts tajla
& whipt 3eu;rely wth thirty..nine. .stripes and that he be banished this
Jurisdiction & kept in prison till he be sent away paying the prison chardget
Maryi on the other hand, for the same deed { "Aiulterv... contrary to the peac^
of our Soueraigne Lord the king his Crowne & dignitye the lawes of God & of
this Jurisdicon") received the same penalty, "banishment excepted."
49
This case, together with that of Daniell Gunne and ALise Cheater,
present the first evidence of discriminatory "justice", in which one sex recc
more favorable consideration than the other. The action favoring the feimle
j
sex in 1654 and 1675 has since undergone a complete turn-about, however, for
today legislation in this realm is more severe in its impositions on the
women than it is on the men. This phase, however, will be explored later.
The modern court practice of returning a verdict of not guilty of the
charge with which the individual is indicted, but rather of finding him
»••"
lives
48. Records of the Court of ^sistants, op, cit., vol, 1, pp. 56-57.
49* See above, pp. £3-23.
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guilty Ox a lesser offence, vms not unknoYm to the earl^/ Courts of -Assistants.
This practice xi&s indicative of a f:ro\7ing "leniency" in contrast with the
earlier verdicts. A case in point is that of Elizabeth Eroune, decided on
50
Sept. 5, 1676,
"Elisabeth Broune the wife of ".M Broune..,\7as alike Indicted.,. for not
hauing the feare of God before hir eyes £: being instigated by the Divil...
did Coiriitt adultery wth Thoinas Dauis Contrary to the peace of our Soueraigne
Lord the lling his Croune i- dignit je the lawes of God & of this Jurisdiction.!
the Jury brought in their verdict they find hir not legally C-ilty according
to Indictnent but doe find hir Guilty of Prostituting hir body to him to
Conitt Adulter^'-. The Court pervsing this sentence to order yow to Goe from
hence to^he place from whenc yow Same & thenc on the next lecture day by
j
the narshall C-enll to be Conducted to the Gallows & by the executioner to
haue a Rope tied about your neck to ye Gallows £; so there to stand one hower
Iz thenc to be tyed to the Carts tayle L seuerely v/hipped not exceeding
thirty nine stripes to the prison £. thr left till the next lecture day at
Charls Toune &z then Carrjed ouer c. be there alike seuerely v;hipt wth thirty
stripes £: discharging yor prison ffees vow are dischardged."
One further illustration is the decision in re 3arah Bucknam, 3ept. 13-
a
1676.
"Sarah Bucknam. found by the Jury«.,not Guilty according to Indictment
/Adultery7 hut Guilty of like vncivill Accompanying wth Peter Cole being in
bed together had the like sentenc pronounct agt hir stand on Gallows one
hour with halter, be tied to carts taile, v/hipped 39 stripes, and pay
prison fees
This practice of evading severe punishment by punishing the defendant
for a lesser offence than that charged in the original indictment, gradually
gave way to inflicting the lesser punishment for the original charge itself
«
To wit, on I'arch 5, 1677 Abigaile Johnson, found guilty of a-lultery, was
punished by standing on the gallows for one hour with a rope about her neck|
by being tied to the carts tail and whipped 39 stripes "on naked body.,.wei:.
layd on", and by a sojourn in prison.
50. .Records of the Court of ilssi.jtQnts , op. cit .^vol. l,pjp. 7i>»71.
51. -'ecordG of the C ourt of As^a its , op. cit .^volo 1, p. 74. •
52. Records of the Court of -Assistant a, op. clt ., vol. 1, p. 115.

A new note is injected into Puritan justice with the calling for a
license to return to the coinmunity after "banishment upon conviction of
"whoredome & of hauing a Bastard child in hir husbands absence." The case
is that of Slinor May, and the punishments _in toto consisted of being
"tyed to a Carts Tayle & whipt vpon hir naked body from the Frisson to the
place of hir aboad not exceeding thirty nine stripes well & seuerely layd
on, and also to depart out of the Toune of Boston wth in tenn dayes,. .after
hir Correction sicj/ and not to returne againe wthout licence from the
Gounor or two magistrates.,,"
Undoubtedly one cause for many of the unorthodox sex relations current
in the colonial coiimunity was the separation of husbands and wives, when onl]"
one of a couple journeyed to the new land, and the other preferred to remain
or was deserted in England. So great a problem did these separated parties
riase, that the General Court at Boston felt obliged to make the following
statement regarding "measures for the prevention of adultery" on Nov. 11,
"VThereas divrs married psons, both men & woemen, living wthin ys
iurisdiction, whose wifes & husbcnds are in England or elsewr, by i.ieanes
wrof they live undr great temptations, Ic some of ym coniit lewdnes & filth-
ines here amongst us, & othrs make love to woemen, & attempt marriage, &
having attained it, some of ym live under suspition of uncleannes, & all of
ym great dishonor to God, reproach to religion, comon wealth, & churches, it
is yrfore ordred, by ys Corte, &. ye authority yrof, (for pvention of all
such future evills, ) yt all such married psons as aforesaid shall repair to
their relations, by ye first oportunity of shiping, upon ye peine or poenalty
of 20 t, except they can shew iust cause to ye contrary to ye next County
Corte, or Corte of ^assistants, to be holden at Boston, aftr they are sumoned
by ye cunstable yr to appeare, who are hereby required so to do, upon paine
of 20s for his neglect; pvided that those ordr do not extend to such as are
come ovr to make way for their families, & are here in a transient way onely,
for trafique or merchandize, for some small time."
53
1647:
53. Records of the Court of Assistants
,
op. cit» , volo 1, p. 138»
54© Records of the Governor and Company, op. cit, , vol, 2, pp. 211-212«
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Until 1632 there existed in the Massachusetts comnionwealth no instit-
utions in which individuals could be confined whose aberrations fron the
straic;ht and narrow path brought them to the magistrates' eye» The punish-
ments inflicted were all of a non-institutional nature, consisting of publi
whippings, banishment, sitting on the gallows with a rope about the neck,
fines, being tied to a whipping post, etc. On Oct, 3, 1632 the Court of
Assistants ordered to be built a "Howse of Correction." And in T'.ay, 1656,
they authorized the erection of sinilar "Kowses of Correction" in each
county. The philosophy of treatment in these early "correctional" instit-
65
utions was plainly stated in the court order v/hich created them:
".oothe select men of the towne where such howse is appoynted shall
haue liberty L power to procure, in a volluntary prudent way, some comr-
petent stocke of hempe, flax or other materialls, upon account to coiniTiitt
the same into the hands of the master of the hov/se, appointed by the Count;
Court to be inployd at his discretion by the labours of such delinquents
as shall from time to time be committed to him by aut'-oritie; and that the
stocke being in value or l:ind pserued to such as put ill the same, all the
benefitt atoyned by the labour of the psons coixiitted shalbe to the vse
of the master, allowinge only so much as will keepe the delinquent with
necessary bread i-. water, or other meane food Relics nine7 , out of the
same, as 4d out of the shillings earned by his or her labour; and that, at
the first coi Inge into the howse, the master of the correction howse
himselfe, or whom he shall pcure, or, in want of a fit person, the coiion
corrector p^alics mine] , in allowance by the Court, rcsidinge in the towr
shall whipp the delinquent not exceedinge ten stripes; end after that he
shall imploy him or her by dayly stint, and if ]ie or shee be stobome,
disorderly or idle, L not pfome their taske, c- that in -ood condition, it
slialbe in the masters power to abridge them of part of their vsual food, _o^
giue them meet correction [Ttalics mine] as the case shall require, from
time to tyr.ie. It s- albe also in t:ie power of one magistrate to cor.imitt
idle psons, stubome psons agaynst them that haue autlioritie over them,
runaways, comaon drunkards.. •conm.on night walicers 5: wanton psons, as tendi.
to vncloanes in speeches or actions, L the like."
"Correction", then, in the sense used by the magistrates meant plain
and siraple whipping and hard labor.
S&. Records of the Governor and Cor..pany, op, cit., vol, 3, p, 399.
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The institution of coinmercialized vice, as distinguished fron the ty^e
of sex activity already discussed (that involving only the two individuals
concerned, as in adultery or fornication) reared its ugly head early on the
colonial scene* In 167E the General Court acted to combat this evil:
"Whereas, by sad experience, it is too obvious to all our people &
others that the sinn of whoredom & vncleanes growes aiaongst vs, notwith-
standing all the wholesome (sicj] lawes i.-iade for the punishing Ec suppressing
such land defiling evills; and v/hereas there is of late too just ground
to suspect a greater evill growing vpon us by the bold £: audacious pre-
sumption of some to erect a stews, whore house, or brothell house, for the
nourishing such v/ickednes, the encrease of which evil, if not timely pre-
vented, may tend to the debauching r.ultitudes of persons, tend to the vttei
inline of their estates, soule c; body, it is therefore ordered by this Court
& the authority thereof, that if any person, male or female, shall presioiae
to set vp or keepe any such house wherein such wicked lusts may be nourished
& whoredom comitted, euery such baud, whore, or vile person,, .shell be
severely whipt at the carts tajle, thro the streets where such offenc or
offences hath binn comitted, wth thirty stripes,
€z thence to be comitted
to the house of correction, by the master of sajd house to be kept with hard
fare cc hard labour, by dajly taske, and in defect of their duty, to be
seuerely whipt cuery night \7th ten stripes, and once at least in eneirj
weeke the sajd baud c: hir accomplices in such vile C. sinfull courses, the
baud to be their leader, c: the other, two two, in hajre frocks L blew
capps, by the executioner to be fastned to a hand cart, and forct along to
draw all the filth lajd vpon the cart thro the streets to the seaside, going
to the gallows in Suffolke, L in all other count jes where the Court of eacli
shire shall appoint, t so returned to the house of correction, to be alike
kept wth hard fare labour, according to the custone of the house, during
the Courts pleasure there to rei;.ajne«**
In determining the possible relationships which might exist between
the social and econorj.c structure and the above-mentioned lav/s, one is
impressed by several outstanding facts.
The first of these is that the institi'.tion of the fanilr was basic
and indispensable in mooting the pioneer problei-s of production and
consumption, and that production was subject to governmental compulsion in
Sit, Records of the Governor and Co:..pany, op, cit,, vol, 4, part 2, p, S13,
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those "branches of activity where it tended to wane» The colonial family
developed its peculair patriarchal form and nature as the result of the
free-hold land tenure system of early New England, Marriage was, in many
cases, a plain and simple "business proposition" in which economic consider-
ations were paramounto
We have learned that colonial marriage was thoroughly enshrouded in a
multitude of legal straight- jackets, all for the purpose of maintaining it in*
tact* 7/e have seen the violent reaction of the Puritan clergy to any inroads
upon family unity in its special and private interpretation of "God's will
"J
in its translation of moral standards into a criminal code. Their progressive
punitive demands for the offense of adultery were: death (1631), banishment
upon pedn of death (1637 or 1638), prison and whipping (1668), public announce-
ment and whipping (1673), prison, exposure and whipping (1675)o We note,
then, a gradual softening of the harshness of the law with the corresponding
softening of the rigours of pioneer life. At the same time we note a gradual
lessening of the originally complete political and spiritual control by the
Puritan clergy. This, too, could not help but influence the nature of the
legislation along more humane lines.
From this beginning, then, spring the Massachusetts laws with reference to
i
I
sex offenders (confined in this study to women). Modifications in these laws
occurred early in colonial history, and we shall trace still further modifications
as the colony grew. But nothing has been able to alter the underlying puritanical
concept implied in these laws which took shape when the Puritan oligarchy wove
its morality into the criminal law, - namely, that anyone who digresses from
their morality is a criminal*

30
The period of Massachusetts history datiiig fron 1690 to 1713 saw little
change in the social and economic characteristics of the period already de-
scribed. For the bulk of the population the home remained the prime economic
force in the colony's existence. »The dominant note in this social life was
that of domesticity. In the somewhat romantic atmosphere with which Anericans
clothe this early period, it is perhaps the peace, simplicity and unity of
family life which contribute the elanents of greatest cham.,.the most sig-
nificant arts and crafts were those devoted to fashioning the furniture and
1
utensils of the household," Adams goes on to say that of the predominant
agriculturist class, the majority "tilled smll farms largely by their own
labor and that of the members of their households,,,numerically the great
bulk of the people were living near the lower end of the social scaleo..
At that end the necessity of utilizing the physical labor of women and child*
ren added its heavy weight to inherited instinct so as greatly to strengthen
2
the position and organization of the family as a social unit,"
The family institution as a social unit received additional strength-
ening as a result of the existence of a limited supply of free land which
offered asylum to the poor. Although the available supply of this land was
decreasing rapidly as the result of the accumulation of large holdings by
and
a few speculators or wealthy individuals/ the danger from Indian attack too
far from the settlement, neveiv
1* Adams, J,T,, Provincial Society , op, cit , p, 10,
2, Aiams, J#T, , op, cit, , p, 11,
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theless, it was able to offer an outlet to many needy farmers. Adams tells
us that this supply of free land "had prevented the growth of a distinct
3
wage-earning class, \7e will see later that the development of the factory
system with its wage-earning class exerted a sharp influence in breaking
up the unity of th^olonial family.
As for manufacturing, whatever little there was existed on a very si;:all
scale, most of it being carried on within the home. The woolen industry was
gaining considerably at this time. The combination of scarcity of skilled
labor, poor transportation and lack of sufficient accumulated capital all
worked together to postpone the establishment of factories until a later date
The household industries received added stimulus as a result of the wars
with the Indians and the French which brought economic depression, increased
taxes, and decreased business to the colony» "Everywhere there was great
economizing with the consequent stimulation of household industry and de-
4
creased profits for the merchants,"
However, there were at this early period forces at work which created
a tendency away from the original family unity. One of these was the passage
of laws in Massachusetts confirming the division of the land of an individual
who died intestate among all his survivors. This law was in sharp contrast
to and out of fear of the English system of land inheritance, - the law of
primof-eniture, and did much to inaugurate an equality for sons and
5
daughters. In cases where the head of the family left a will,
3, Adams, J.T,, op. cit., p. 16,
4, Adams, J.T,, op. cit., p. 54,
5, Adams, J.T., op. cit., p. 16. Also see Goodsell, op. cit., pp,461-4r6E,

he sometines divided the land evenly among his children, in contrast, again,
to the English system of entailment, V/eeden tells us that in many cases a
system of partial primogeniture still prevailed, and that sons usually
6
received preference over daughters. "History makes plain that the unbroken
existence throiigh generations of a family homestead and family lands has
acted as a strong bond holding the family members together and deepening
7
family sentiment*"
The average farm in the more populated sections at the beginning of the
e
eighteenth century was from ten to thirty acres in size
, and divided into
plow-land, pasture, woodland and meadowo Its cultivation, though wasteful
and unscientific, yielded wheat, barley, oats, rye, peas, beans, squash,
pumpkins, potatoes, com, apples, plums, pears, cherries, etc, ALl of this
produce, however, was kept at a purely subsistence level because of the
lack of a market (outside of the cities or towns )» There was no foreign
9
market for food
,
little inter-colonial trade, and no class of labor separate
from the soil to purchase the produce.
In addition to raising the crops above-mentioned, the farmers bred
stock consisting of cows, calves, oxen, sheep, hogs, horses and colts#
The horses had become an important article of trade with the West Indies.
The wood-lots on the farms were vital for domestic use and export purposes.
England's iron and ship-building industries both demanded wood to feed them^
6o Weeden, W,B., op, cit ., vol, 2, p, 544.
7, Goodsell, W,, op. cit», p. 462.
8. cf« Adams* description of an invoice for the town of Newbury, I'ass,^
in 1688, op, cit ., p, 29.
9» England was now able to undersell the colonists in the wheat traie to
the West Indies.

and neanwhile, the ship-building industry and shipping in Llassachusetts
itself were expanding rapidly and leading the other colonies.
Beyond these activities, fur trading with the Indians in exchange
largely for rum, guns and araunition, and animal hunting for purposes of
supplying food and clothing v;ere both carried on. Fishing, too, v;as an
ii:.portant p.irsuit. There were also iron ore, copper and limestone workings
on a sraall local scale in the colony.
Mams tells us that, despite these nany activities, the colonists
led a "hand-to-nouth" existence. "In spite of their being agricultural
coininunities and the extent of their household industries, the colonies
were far from being self-sustaining,.
.Throughout the seventeenth century anc
until well into the eighteenth, it was a constant struggle to find goods
suitable for export frora America to pay for. ,. imports Jfrwa England]
^ter the formal declaration of peace in the Treaty of Utrecht, 1713,
Massachusetts, in common with the rest of the colonies, entered upon a
twenty-year period of expansion, inflation and speculation. This period
saw the laying of the ground-work for :.any colonial fortunes and r-ave birth
to a "get-rich-quick" aristocracy of merchants and land-owners. It also saw
the creation of new and characteristic material products in the way of the
more coiimodious Georgian architecture and a more elaborate costume for tha
new wealthycclass. Their social life, too, was imbued with a new lightnesa
which found expression in dancing and card-playing as sources of social
10
10, Adams, J.T,, op, cit., p. 47,
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11
entertainment.
-The General inproyenent in living: and the increase of
12
comforts,. .manifested itself in the gradual use of carriaces." V/eeden
also tells us that "The second quarter of the centur-y established a mucli
higher standard of coiTrTortable liyine than the first generations of
13
colonists could afford.
The expansion in business after 1713 took place largely in the realm
of corflnierce,and to a considerably lesser degree in nanu_''acturing. :?he coim.iejfce
which fed the growing industries of ITew England .developed the maritime
traders of the second colonial period into the merchants of the third
period. It was a tine of eiilargenent. The ketch becane the schooner; the
petty ventures of John Hull extended into the larger operatiors of Peter
14
Faneuil." A3 the result of colonial legislation, shipping tended to be
concentrated in larre centers and urban populations leaped upward, !:ore
and larger 3:iips became the rule. English capital vas brought in to supple-
15
nent that of Boston nerchants, and this made possible broader pursuits.
"The great increase in population and the extension of the frontier and th
area under cultivation were irresistable forces in increasing the total
produce of the colonies, and consequently the need for enlarging markets,
16
swelling the volume of comraerce, and tlie opportunities for profit."
Snterprizes on a ioint-share basis and insurance companies sprung up.
11« Adaiis, J,T,, op. cit., p. 76,
12. .7ecden, '.7,3,
,
op. cit.^vol, 2, p, 508.
13. '.ieeden, ./,B,
,
op. cit., vol, 2, p. 509.
14, 'Jceden, ./,B,
»
op. cit,, vol, 2, p. 553.
15. Yeeden, V/,B, f op. cit,, vol, 2, pp. 553,
16. -Adams, J,T,, op. cit,, p. 231.
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Insurance rates were excessively high, however, and rather than pay them,
merchants often preferred to distribute their risk "through joint o-^nership
over many ships, "Alinost all insurances were under.vritten by several partie
17
joining in contract," The risks of trade were rreat because of the large
nunbers of privateers and pir-ates, who reached their biggest ^ronortions
18
'
in 1723.
In the realm of nanufacturing, developments were largely on a household
level. 'Jeeden tells us that "It was this domestic activity, this laboring
industr:^- in house, famstead, and village, which supplied the fisherman, and
19
pushed out sailors into the ventures of foreign commerce. In 1718 the
Province of I lassachusetts placed a duty on hone nanufacturing, but in spite
of this and two generations of previous restrictions by Snrland, the I.'ing
had to be informed that "...I.Iassachusetts has always worked its wool ir.to
coarse cloths, druggets and serges,, .for the use of the meanest sort of
20
people," In 1731 the Board of Trade was informed by the Governor of
I.Iassachusetts that one-third of the woollen clothes \iovn. by the Massachu-
setts people were hone-made, and two-thirds were imported from Siigland,
"blowing for the official interest in diminishing the home manufacture"^
Weeden sa^^s, "it would appear that the increase of a more -generous living^
21
which all evidence shows, was put into L'.iported luxuries,"
In 1726 Massachusetts cave a monopoly and boimties to a canvas i.:anu-
17, /eeden, /.B,, op, cit,, vol, 2, p, 461, .'eeden describes the beginnings
of marine insurance in 1724, when a broker obtained ",,8 guaranty of
several persons, who each underwrote a particular 3\in, and t'lus becaiae
the underwriter of that portion of the risk," op, cit, p, 586,
18, .Veeden, '.V,B,, op, cit,, vol, 2, p. 560,
19, Veeden, V/«E,, op, cit,, vol, 2, p,492,
20, ,,'eeden, V/,B,, op, cit,, vol, 2, p, 493,
21, Jfledan, V/.Tl,^ o^^ cit,, vol, 2, p, 495,

facturer, and in 1739 increased her special considerations to henp-{.:roners«
The Board of Trade report of 1731-1732 reveals six furnaces and nineteen
forges in New England, with southeastern Massachusetts supDlying the bulk
23
of the ore for themo Scythes (1715), heavy iron work (1720), fishhooks
I
(1717), nails, rods, kettles and pots (1710) and {nins (1740) v/ere all bein^:,
24
;
manufactured on a snail scale. The e:xportation of snail but increasing !
i
amounts of pig iron from New England to the mother countr;- in the years
1734-1745 would indicate that iron was being produced in quantities beyond,
25
domestic needs©
The most important change in the manufactures of Hew England in the
first half of the eirhteenth centur^,' v/as in the field of rum distilling,
"The eighteenth century brought in the manufacture of New England n.im with
26
far-reaching consequences, social as well as eco:ionical« " This rapidly
increasing business reached its climax in 1735, It, along with other bus-
inesses, Y/as subject to the hurts inflicted by inflation and badly managed
currency. Inextricably bound up with the rurir-di stilling business was the
expanding slave trade of I'essachusetts.
An iiriportant pursuit responsible for a considerable proportion of the
increase in wealth of this period was the slave trade carried on by : cssa-
chusetts merchants until the Revolution. "Tlie merchants of Boston quoted
22, .:eeden, 'J, B,, op. cit .,vol, 2, p. 496,
23, V/eeden, V/oB,, op. cit,, vol, 2, p,497,
24, .,'eeden, V/.B,, op. cit,, vol, 2, pp, 49f:-500,
25, '.Teeden, op. cit ., vol. 2, p. 501,
26, V/eeden, '.V.B,, op. cit, vol. 2, p, 5C1,

27
ne£;roes, like any other r.ierchandize dauanded their correspondents,"
Ilole.sses and sugar fron the West Indies, distilled into run in Hassachusetts
were exchanged in Africa for slaves, "The quantity of rum distilled vies en(^
nous, and in 1750 it was estimated that L'assachusetts alone consur.ed r.iore
28
than 15,000 hhds, nolasses for this purpose," "AH society was fouled
in this lust; it was inflated by the passion for wealth, it was callous to
the wrongs of imported savage or displaced barbarian,,, Cool, shrewd, saga-
cious merchants vied with punctilious, dofjii-atic priests in promoting this
29
prostitution of industry,"
jl
The abolition of covernment restrictions (existent since 1664) on the
French ..'est Indies trade in 1717 gaVe this fomerly illicit trade a fresh i
30 ji
spurt, "Great fortunes were made in every kind of illicit traffic in the
li
colonies", and violations of the navigation Acta were well >mown by Britislk
31
officials,
II
This sudden growth of wealth on the one hand saw a corresponding declijie
in the status of the laasses of indentured servants on the other end of the
scale, ",,othe increase in wealth and the growing distinctions between f^ose
who possessed it and those who did not tended to lower the servant^s position
27, ./eeden
28, /eedon
29, /eeden
30, ,/eeden
31, ..'eeden
.7,B,, op. cit,
,
vol, 2, p, 456,
V/,B,, opo cit ,, vol, 2, p, 459,
w'oB,, op. cit,, vol, 2, p, 472»
.7,B,, op. cit,, vol, 2, p, J54,
".7,B,, op. cit,
,
vol. 2, p, 557,

as compared with the previous centuiy when all alike were more under the
32
leveling influence of the frontier." In the words of Weeden, "...the
sturdy men of affairs were taking on the manners of a gentry. The black
laboring-man had become a body servant; for wherever there was wealth,
33
luxury crept in," -And in 1710 we find the Massachusetts legislature
offering a forty shilling bounty to any ship captain for each male servant
34
(8 to 25 years of age) he may bring to the colony. ^d "as late as
1706 Massachusetts provided for the sale of Indian children under 12 years
35
of age taken in war," An earlier Massachusetts law (1698) ruled that the
36
child of a slave became a slave.
Not yet greatly affected by these new influences already working in^
portant changes on two groups in colonial society, the small farmer still
existed as a domestic unit of production and consiamption. However, we have
already cited the tendency toward land accumulation which was limiting the
available land supply. Then, too, the land grant policy of the colony was
undergoing a transformation from one of free-holding to one of "granting
or selling large tracts to individuals or companies who held them for
37
speculation," Similarly, the growing (though not yet predominant)
system of long-term leases instead of sales worked in a direction away from
the original free-holding system*
Meanwhile, competition resulting from the increasing population on
the same territory "forced into lower economic rank, even if not into
abject poverty, large numbers of those who proved less well able to taka
32. Adams, JoT,, op. cit,. p. 100.
33o Weeden , W.B, , op. cit.. vol, 2,
34. A'iams, J.T,, op. cit,. p. 98.
S5. Adams, J.T,, op. cit,. p. 101.
36, Adams, J.T., op. cit,, 107.
37, Alams, J.T,, op. cit,, p. 110.
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care of themselves under the harder test," Thus, we find the contrast
growing nore marked between the group benefiting from the increase and con-
centration of wealth on the one hand, and those less fortunate individuals
who net only with economic sorrow,
Tlie by-products of the wars up to the year 1763, were increasing
commerce, more ships and larf^er cargoes for the Ilassachusetts colony, This
sane period saw the rise of speculation and mercantile business together
with its control of local politics. The all-powerful combination of law^^era
capitalists and land-ovmers was ta}ang shape,
'Jeeden tells us that "ALL the ITew England seaports took part in,,,
private war [privateering/ and ccrimercial speculation /during the Spanish
^39
and French wars / , Boston and Salem were well represented,
.o" ind
describing the ecaiggling and illegal traffic indulged in by the ITew England
40
merchants 'tas coolly as they took snuff in the streets of Boston**, he
observes that ",.othe ccrimercial business of ITew England went forward undei'
different fonns in the several governments, but always toward one end, That
end was money and profit, parliamentary law and crovm adr.inistration to the
41
contrary'- notwithstanding," He r-oes on to say that despite legal prohib-
itions, "...the Aierican colonies had developed interests in every country
and across ever^- sea; had accumulated wealth more speedily than aljr.ost any
38. M&l:l3, J, op. cit,, p. 250,
39, .[eeden, Vi op. cit,,vol, 2, p. 655,
40, Jeeden, Vj op. cit,, vol, 2, p. cse.
41, 'Jeeden, op. cit,_, vol, 2, p. 660.
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42
other people,"
These mra and activities lined the pocliets of the nerchants, and at
first neant high wages for lahor. But the hifrli prices, currency inflation
and heav:/ taxes v?orked hardship on those vith fixed inconcs. The end of the
war broup^t ha3?d tines to the fan.icrs, \7hen fam prices cane tiu.ibling
dovm, '.Tith the subsequent rallinf- land values in the old settlements, there
caiae a fresh pioneer spurt of the discontented and oppressed elericnts.
These same years saw lit-:le chance in manufacturing, Spinning wheels
and loons could be found in nost of the hones, and for the i.ost -)art, the
cloth spun on then yas used in "lione consul pt ion or in sraall neichbor'^ood
43
exchanges, Shoe-nakinc ^^oci. hardly developed beyond other domestic
44
mnufactures until the Liiddle of the eij.hteenth centuiy, " Gince 1731
Massachusetts had made progress in the manufacture of native iron, espec-
ially in the production of nail-rods wMch wore essential to dor.estic
industry, and in 1750 she led in the possession of forbidden rollinf i:.illSo
"A sicn of the ti; .es indicating; the passinc of the old simple conditio:
Liay be found in the marked decrease in marriage. Both spinsters and bach-
elors, 30 rare in t'-e .'jar].y '"^e: ", nov/ becaj-e o-^e numerous,
, ,7ith the passi;
of a]j.i0ot universal j arria^^e cai.ie an incroe,.;c in prostitution in the larrer
46
towns,"
Meanwhile deinocratic force." -./ere at wori: aiming at a separation of th<i
church and state, and II'jb extension of the franc>.ise, "In, ,,I Massachusetts,,,
15
IS
•
42, ,/eeden, '.1,2,
,
oj, cit,, vol, 2, p, 670,
43, V/oeden, V/,B,, op, cit ,, vol, 2, p, 679,
44, ..oeden, ./,B,
,
op, cit,, vol, 2, p, 6e2,
45, V/eeden, V/,B,, op, cit,, vol, 2, pp, 683-684,
46, Adar.is, J.T,, op, cit,, pp, 31C)-316,

41
the Conerecational, or town, chiirch v/as the legal ecclesiestical establish-
ment to which the taxpayers were obliged to contribute support whether luei-bJL
47
of the congregation or not." But the church had failed to establish
itself in the hearts and life of the colonists as in indispensible instit-
ution, and in this period itp teachings were losing weight. "The separation
betvyeen close church life and scattered economic life concentrated in faE>-
ilies - deprecated by Governor Bradford in the be.- inning - bad accorinlished
48
itself." The Massachusetts Charter of 1691, which included I.Iassachusetts
in the list of royal rpvemments as the result of changes in the 2n- lish
government and colonial policy, placed the qualifications of voters on a
land or personal property ownership basis. Possession of land to the value
of 40. shillings a year, or personal oroperty worth 50 pounds Sterling en-
49
titled one to vote. Congregational church Lier.bership was no longer a
suffrage requisite. However, this tendency to increase the suffrage by
admitting personal property on an equal basis with land, still did not exteiijd
I
tlie suffrage to a very broad group. For e^iample, in 1703, 206 out of a totaiiJ
50 ^
popi-ilation of 7000 in Boston were entitled to vote for representatives,
".•oV/hole classes such as laborers, artisans, servants, fisheiraen, the
51
SLiallcr shopkeepers and others were .autonifiticelly excluded." The
Charter also provided for a Governor ap.ointed by the Crown, an upper
legislative body elected by tiie lower house (in turn elected by the voters)
with the approval of the Governor.
47. Adams, •J o i. .
,
op. cit,. p. 17.
48, ',7ceden , Vf.B. , op. cit. vol, 2,
49. Adams, op. cit,. p, 19.
50. Adaxas, cit,. p. 21.
51. Adams, •J" .T.
,
op. cit,. p. 21.
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This separation of church and state had far-reaching and important
effects in the field of education. The first schools in the colony came
under the jurisdiction of the town government, which was at that time in
close touch with the clergy. With the divorcement of church and statej
thanks to the Charter of 1691, the schools were left under the jurisdiction
52
of a secular town government. (However, this divorce probably did not
become absolute for some time if we can rely on Weeden's authority. He tells
us that "The ecclesiastical and political machinery of the time ran in close
contact, Worcester, in 1724, holds a town meeting to see if in choosing a
minister the »town will concur with the church's choice.* The good Puritans
i
53
generally preferred ecclesiastical to civil law.") The extent of education
;
i
at this period (though broader than elsewhere on the continent) was, however^
very narrow. New England girls were fortunate to learn to read and write.
j
Boys fared a little better, with arithmetic sometimes on their learning
;
program. Laws governing apprenticeship required that children learning trades
54
and poor children without homes be taught the elements of reading and writing,
I
The tendency of the colonists to draw away from the originally complete
domination of the church was ^leveloped still further now, ",,,the first
fervor of religious enthusiasm had long since evaporated, and the growth
of other interests tended to dislodge the ministers from the remarkable
55
position which they had occupied." Secular careers, promising much in
the material realm, were now attracting the most capable men just as the
miniatery had drawn the cream of the colony in earlier years. The clergy's
52, Adams, J.T,, op. cit,. p. 134,
53. Weeden, W,B.
,
op. cit.
,
vol, 2, p. 515.
54. iidarns
,
J.T,, op. cit,
,
p. 137.
55. Adams, J .To f op. cit,, p. 63.

45
position in. society was rapidly folline after 1700; no longer were ninisterf
regarded, as "ingels of God," conditions v/ere altering and ,o«nany
56
things had combined to lower the prestige enjoyed by the clergy,"
imong the forces contributing to the decline in the power of the churclji
was the splitting up of the single church with the growing population of a
town, "So many exceptions had to be made from the old rule that the churcti
rapidly tended to becoriie divorced from the political town and to become
57
rather an affair of the ecclesiastical parish," The result was the
splitting av7ey of groups fret: the criurch and the organization of different
sects, Ilov/ever, ", , .in : essachusetts,, oall tax payers had still to contrib-
ute to t5-e established Congregational Church, and thus, if they belonged
58
to some other, had to pajr doubly for religious support,
r
This same period witnessed the genaination of the rationalistic and
scientific spirit which, following the trend of the times, was to spring up
in the native iirierican p opulation, replacing the fonner theological approa^,
The transition in the Hew England colonies was not a gradual one, but, on
59
the contrary, was "marked by a spiritual crisis of the first magjiitude,"
as evidenced in the horrible and fanatical witch trials of 1692, In the de-
velopment or this new ideology we find in 1701 such phenomenon as a layman,
Thomas Brattle, successfully answering in a rationalistic fashion Cotton
rather* s Wonders of tl^e Invisible .Torld« "That a merchant s>.ould worst one
of the most noted clergymen in all ITev/ Snrland anl carr;; the minds of the
peoTDle with him was surely a portent of cor.iing change, 'is book,,.was a
60
signal gun of a new strurrle*"
56, ^ams, J,T,, op, cit, , p, 63,
57, Mams, J.T., op. cit» p, 153,
58, MauB, JoT,, O:). cit ,,p,154,
59, ALlBJlISf J, 'i',"r Opj—^^ g I pylSOiT"
60, Mams, J,T, , op. cit ,,p, 120,

Similarly Reverend John Wise in 1717 published a book in which •»,,. fhli]
political doctrineso.oshcw conplete divorce froia the relirious and biblical
sanctions which the earlier Hew 3nf:land leaders had found so essential. Just
as colonial interests were beconinr econonic rathor than relirious, ao
61
colonial thought was beconinc political rather than theological,"
?/ise favored a eovemnent based on free- contract and democracy, both
62
"irineasurable advances fron the Puritan thourht of a reneration earlier,"
But much as the influence of the c:Turch was being shohen in covemment
education and philosophy, the Puritan influence succeeded in leavinr its
Txark on the legal concepts of this era \7:'ic:. v;ere to last a long while.
This influence asserted itself in the form of emphasis on the individual.
his rights and acts and pro^^erty, in contrast to an enn:asis on societv
as a whole, "Rugged individualism" received its flying start imder this
aegis, Further, a new concept in which legal principles were believed to
arise from irarautable laws of nature becai..e wide- spread. The result of this
new conception was that lav/s suitable to the pasciing agricultural economy
63
of the polony were rerarded as unchangeable for all \iture time.
The years 1730-1744 saw a period of eligious revival with outbursts
of religious enthusiasm, livangelical groups shook the old established
church and injected it with the spirit of deEX)cracy, Tliis period marked the
64
beginning of the huiaanitarian movement in the colonies.
Did the itfik rigid religioiis teachings of ITew Eiigland breed a superior
61. Adar:s, J.T,, op. cit. P. 121,
62. Alams, J.T., op. cit. P. 121,
63. Adams, J.T., op. cit. pp. 277-278,
64. Alems, T n•'•<-. 1 op. cit. P. 284,

morality among its citizens? That there was no correlation between moral
precepts tatight and those practiced in eighteenth century L'^ssachusetta v/as
very evidento Adams describes a "peculiar standard" v/hich arose among the
people of New ilngland in this period "accordin^g to which fornication if
follov/ed by marriage, no natter how long dealyed, was considered a very
65
venial sin, if sin at all," xiM the question of the morality versus the
i
immorality involved in this custom was the subject of a Harvard debate !
in 172EI One of the ministers who preached against the custom was forced '
66
from his job. It is in the church records that one learns the extent of !
this custom. Churches were lenient with parties involved who made public
confession of their actions*
il
An exanunation into the legal records of the I Massachusetts Bay Province
for the years 1692 - 1714 reveals first of all a series of acts passed in
1692 dealing with the "murthering of bastard children", fornication and
incest.
67 68
Acts passed in 1692 and in 1696 to prevent the doing away with
babies born out of wed-lock ruled that:
II
"V/hereas, many lewd women that have been delivered of bastard children, '
to avoid their shame and to escape punishr-ient , do secretly bury or conceal '
the death of their ciuldren, and after, if the child be foxmd dead, the said!
women do alledge that the said child was born dead, whereas it falleth out !•
someti/nes (though hardly it is to be proved), that the said child or children
were murthered by the said women their lewd mothers, or by their assent or
procurement, - be it therefore enacted, •• that, . .the mother so offending ||
shall suffer death as in case of murder; except such mother can make proof
by one witness at the least that the child v/hose death was by her so intended
to be concealed was born dead,"
^
_i
65,Adams, J,T,, oo. cit ,, p, 159,
~
66, Adams, J.T., op« cit , p, 159,
67, The Acts and Resolves, i'Ublic and Private, of the Trovince of the :..a33~
achusetts Bay
,
Wrijlit and Potter Printing Go,, 1869, vol, l,p, 55,
6B# The Acts and Hesolvea, op. cit, vol, 1, p, 256»
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On' Jtine 8, 1692 it was ruled:
"That if any man commit fornication with any single woaan, upon due
conviction thereof they shall be fined unto their majesties not exceeding
the sum of 5 pounds, or he corporally p-unished by whipping, not exceeding >'
10 stripes apiece, at the discretion of the sessions of the peace who shall
have cognizance of the offense." '
The act dealing with incest v/as oassed October 12, 1692 and v/as based
70
directly on the Book of Leviticus©
"If any persons commit incest in any of the particular instances made
capital by the law of God, they shall be put to death."
Next we come across An Act Against Adviltery and Polvgam;'- passed I.Ay 13,
71 '
'
1694.
"V/hereas the violation of the marriage covenant is highly provoking to
Gk)d and destructive to families, - Be it therefore enacted by the Ck)ve rnour,
|
Council and Representatives in General Court assembled, and the aut hority
of the same
,
[Sect, fi] That if any man be found in bed' with another man's
j
wife, the man and woraan so offending, being thereof convicted, shall be
I
severely v/hip*d, not exceeding thirty stripes, unless it appear upon tryal I
that oae party was surprized and did not consent, which shall abate the
punishment as to such party*
l^ct. "zj And if any man commit adultery, the man and woraan that shall be
convicted of such crime before their majesties* justices of assize and
general goal delivery, shall be set upon the gallows by the space of an hour^
with a rope about their neck, and the other end cast over the gallows; and
in the way from thence to the common goal shall be severely whip*d, not ex-
|;
ceeding forty stripes each. Also every person and persons so offending shall
for ever after wear a capital A, of two inches long fiuid proportionable big*-
ness, cut out in cloth of a contrary color to their cloaths, and sewed upon |l
their upper garments, on the outside of their arm, or on their back, in open
view, and if any person or persons, iiaving been convicted and sentenced for
such offence, shall at any time be found without their letter so worn, during
their abode in this province, they shall, by warrant from a justice of oeace^
be forthwith apprehended and ordered to be publickly whip*d, not exceeding
fifteen stripes, and so from time to time, toties quoties .
[Sect. 3^ That if any person and persons witKin" this their majesties*
province, being married, or wliich hereafter siiall niarry, do, at any time
after the first of July in this present year, one thousand six hxindred
ninety-four, presume to inarry any person or persons, the former liusband or
wife being alive, or shall continue to live so married, that then every suoh
69 o The Acts and lie so Ives , on. cit . vol. 1, p. 52.
70. The xicts and Resolves , op. cit . vol. 1, p. 56.
71. The Acts and Resolves, op. cit. vol. 1, pp. 171-172.
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offense shall "be feloxiy. And the person, and persons so offending shall 3uffe|^
death, as in cases of felony, And the party or parties so offending shall
receive such and the like proceeding, tryal and execution, in suca county
where such person or persons shall he apprehended, as if the offense had
"been corriinitted in such covjaty where such person or persons shall he talcen or
apprehended.
[^ect. 43 Provided, always, that this act or &a'fthip.g therein contained
shall not extend to any person or persons whose husoand or wife siiall "be
continually remaining heyond the seas by the space of 7 years together, or
whose hushand or wife shall ahsent him^ or herself the one from the other,
"by the space of 7 years together, in any part within their niajesties' i
dominions, or elsewhere, the one of thera not knowing the other to he living
within that time.
/3eGt# 5] Provided also, that this act or an^-thing therein contained sliall
not extend to any person or persons that are or shall be at the time of such
marriage divorced, hy any sentence had, or hereafter to be had, as the law
of the province in that case has provided; or to any person or persons' where
!
the former marriage has "been, or hereafter shall he, by such sentence had, :
declared to be void and of no effect; nor to any person or persons, for or
by reason of any former marriage had or m^e, or hereafter to be had or
made witliin the age of consent; that is to say, the man fourteen ^rears of '
age, the v/oman twelve."
i
72
!
Section four of an act passed on L.ay 29th, 1695 had for its purpose 1
the better prevention of clandestine marriages, a practice which continued
to crop up despite the regulations against it# It stated that justices amd
ministers only were to marry persons, and then only in their own cotinty or
town* Names and intention of marriage were to be entered with the t\j/on clerki
fifteen days before.
The desirability of putting to work the poor and less forttaiate member
of society was early recognized by the colonial lav/-makers who had already
instituted "howses of correction" in which to keep the "undesirables" at
73
work and punished* How, in 1699 an act was passed for "The Suppressing and
Punishing of Rogues, Vagabonds, Goniraon Beggars, and Other Lewd, Idle and
Disorderly Persons; and also for Setting the Poor to Work." Jach county
72. The Acts and P^esolves , op» cit . vol. 1, p. 210.
73. The :^Gts and Resolves, op» cit. vol. 1, p. 378»
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which has not yet "built a house of correction is ordered to do so. Until
this new huilding is provided, the common jail is to serve. Once committed,
the master of the institution has the authority to put them "to work and
lahour (if they he able) for such time as they shall continue and remain in
said house; and to punish them by putting fetters or shackles upon them, and
by moderate whipping not exceeding ten stripes at once, which (unless the
warrajit of commitment shall otherwize direct) shall be inflicted at their
first coming in, and from time to tirae, in case they be stubborn, disorderly
or idle and do not perform their task...." Among the individimls eligible
to internement iinder these conditions were "common night walkers..|and] wantbk
and lascivious persons, either in speech or behaviour."
74
Along this same vein of thought an act passed in 1703 to extend for
a three-year period "for the better preventing of idleness, atnd loose and
disorderly living" authorized the selectmen, overseers of the poor and
justices of the peace
"...to set to work all such persons, marr^^ed or unmarryed, able of
body, having no means to maintain them, that live idly and use or exercise
no ordinary and daily lawful trade or business to get their living by. And
no sinjle person of either sex under the age of El years, shall be suffered
to live' at their own hand, but under soi..e orderly family, government; nor
shall any woman of ill fame, marryed or xinmarryed, be suffered to receive or
entertain lodgers in her house. unless such person or persons so com-
plained of shall give reasonable caution or assurance to the satisfaction of
the justice or court, that they will reform:provided, this act shall not be
construed to extend to hinder any single woman of good repute from the exer-
cise of any lav/ful trade or iniployment, for a livelihood, whereto she sriall
have the allowance and approbation of the selectmen or overseers of the poor|
or the greater part of them, ajiy law, usage or custom to the contrary not-
withstanding..."
76
A similar act was passed again in 1710 to extend to 1717. Section 4
of this act empowered any two justices com/nitting such persons to discharge
them again "as they shall find cause", whereas under the law of 1703 such
74. The Acts and Resolves
,
op. cit . vol. 1, p. 538.
75» The Acts and Resolves', o^. cit . vol. 1» pp. 654-655>

individiAals were discharged by order of the court of general sessions of the
peace.
}
Fornication, v/e have seen, was punishable in 1692 a 5 pound fine or \
a whipping not exceeding 10 stripes. This same act, however, when it involved
a rlegro or mulatto man and an iJn^ ish v/oman, meant permanent slavery out of
j
the Province for the man, and enforced servitude in the Province for the
j
woman should she he unable to provide for the care of the child, if one were
born. Both parties were also severely whipped. A law to this effect was
76
passed in 1705 "for the better preventing of a spurious and mixt issue."
Section two of the same law presents a still more revealing commentary on
the racial inequalities in force at this time. For if any English man cominits
fornication with a Negro or mulatto woman, his penalty consists of a whipping,
a 5 pouM fine, and support of the child if any shovad result. As for the
Negro or mulatto woman involved, she "siiall be sold, and be sent out of the
province."
At the same court session, a ruling was handed down proiiibiting marriage
between the iSnglish (or any other "Christian" people) and Negroes and mulattoe
The years 1720, 1730 and 1731 saw the passage of acts entitled "an act
for the exDlanation of, and suD.)lement to, an act referring^ to the poor"
78
which extended the provisions of the already mentioned law of 1710.
,
In 1722 the court passed "An act to enable the Overseers of the Poor and
Selectmen to take care of idle and disorderly persons" to extend for a period
79 " li
of five years. In the text of this act we find a description of what was
76. The Acta and
_
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o p. c'i't . vol. 1, p. 578. "
~
77. The Acts and Hesolves
,
op. cit . vol. 1, p. 578. -
78. 3ee above, p. 48' • -also, The Acts and Resolves , op. cit ., vol.2 (1874),
pp. 182-183, 579-580. ||
79« The Acts and Resolves, op. cit ., vol. 2, p. 242.
i
meant by "idle and disorderly" persons, a meaning quite different from that
implied in the term today*
"V/hereas some idle, dissolute, and vagrant persons, having some estate,
•nd accordingly rateable, take no care of their fa-riilies, nor improve their
estates to the best advantage, v/hich persons are not under the care or in-
spection of the overseers of the poor or selectmen of the ttjwns where such
idle persons dv/ell, - be it therefore enacted»«« fsect. ^ That where any
idle, dissolute forj [aSJ vagrant persons, having a rateable estate, [that]
do neglect the ^ue] inprovement or due care of themselves, their families
or estates, that in all such cases the overseers of the poor, or the select—
men of the town, siiall be, and are hereby empov/ered to take the like care
and inspection of such person or persons that neglect the due care and im-
provament of their estate, and that mispend their time and laoney, aM Jthat]
life idle, vagrant and dissolute lives, as if they were poor, indigent and
impotent persons, and accordingly put out into orderly fa^nilies their cliild-
ren, if any they have, and improve their estates to the best advantage,
and apply the produce and income thereof towards the support of them and
their families; any law, usage or custom to the contrary notwithstanding;
provided , that any of the said idle persons thinking themselves aggrieved,
may make their application to and have remedy from the justices in general
sessions of the peace in the same county, if they see cause, who are hereby
impowered to relieve such aggrieved persons from the determination of the
select;ien»"
80 81
This act was continued in 1736 and in 1746 for ten year periods/
In 1756, this act having "been found useful and beneficial", it was again
82
given a further five year extension*
The same year saw the passage of "an act in addition to the several
acts and laws of this province now in force respecting poor and idle, dis-
orderly and vagrant persons" which would indicate that the amount of space
available in the "houses of correction" was insufficient to accomodate all
83
the unfortunates eligible to them.
"And whereas it is apprehended that man^- adult persona, both male and
female, who by virtue of the laws of this government are liable and lawfully!
may be sent and com-nitted to the house of correction for the county, or work-
house for the town, in which such persons may respectively reside or be foutii,
may be employed and kept to work with less inconvenience to the tov.n or
district from whence by law they ma^,^ be sent, and with more advantage to
80» The Acts and Resolves , op« cit « vol» 2, p. 795«
81, The Acts and Resolves , op. cit , vl. 3 (1878), p, 326.
82» The Acts and Resolves , o.'. cit . vol»3, p. 1027»
83# The ACts and Resolves, op» cit. vol.3, pp. 92S-92Ti
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them who "by law are to take the effects and receive the benefits of their
labours, by their being employed and kept to work by a master who should
have power to direct, govern and employ theoLin and about such labour and
business as they can best perforr.;, be it enacted (Sect. 3^ persons liable
to a house of correction may be bound to servicS/ • • "for a term not exceeding
one year, /_3uch persons may apply to the court of general esssions to annul
the contract. Upon court order the contracts may be dissolved, ilarnings
of persons bound out shall go to support of their families^] "
In 1758 an act was passed which would guarantee to the town officials
any expenditures they might make in caring for an unmarried woman giving
birth to a child, and in the care of the child after birth, For exoenses
involved, they were entitled to bind her out to service for up to five years^
•*^i7herea3 it sometimes happens that considerable charges arise to some
towns in the province by means of their being obliged to take care of lew e d
women at their lying-in with bastard children, and for nursing and taking
care of such bastard children, - be it therefore enacted [sect. lT| That it
shall and may be alwful for the selectmen or overseers of tne poor of any
town v/ithin this province, v/ith the assent of two justices of the peace,
to bind out to service for a term not exceeding 5 years, an^^ unmarried woman
who shall hereafter de delivered of a bastard child, and who during her
lying-in shall have been supported, with her child, at the charge of such
town, or whose bastard child shall become a tov/n charge before it arrive at
the age of 5 years, and who shall be unable or shall refuse to reimburse
or procure the reimbursement of such charge or expense."
For the first time since 1694 a change was made in the penalties for
85
adultery and polygamy in the year 1763a This law set a new penalty for
all those guilty of commiting adultery under Section 1 of the law of 1694.
This penalty called for a fine not exceeding 100 pounds, "and in default thereof
to be iinprisoned not exceeding 6 months, or be whipped not exceeding 30
stripeso" This is the first time a fine is introduced for adultery, and
in this practice, the law hmmm^aaasS' discriminates in favor of the more
wealthy individmls of the province. The poor people involved suffer impris-
onment and whippings; those of means are merely parted from a portion of
84, The ACts and liosolves , 'op. cit . vol. 4 (1881), pp. 178-).79.
85« The ^icts and Resolves, on. cit. vol. 4, p. 622.

their wealthy IJight not this digression from the preceding type of punish-
ment indicate in the minds of the lasy-inakers a lessening of the weightiness
of the offense of adultery? That is to say, if it is recognized that an
individual can absolve himself of such a crime by a monetary disbursement^
perhaps it mi^t be concluded that the act in itself is no longer considered
such a great crime#
The most telling link in this period of colonial history between the
social and economic developments and the laws dealing with individuals whose
sex activities do not confom to the decreed pattern may be found in the
treatment of fornication and adultery.
Fornication is punishable in this period (1692) by the payment of a
fine not exceeding five pounds or by a whipping not exceeding ten stripes.
This differed frcci the very first ruling (1632) which called solely for cor-
poral punishment, and from the second ruling (1642) which called for either
marriage, or a fine, or a whipping, or all three. Thus, it becomes no longer
compulsory to marry someone with whom one has been sexually intimate, nor on
the other hand to suffer physical pain for ones actions. It is now only
necessary to pay a fine, if one has the money, and then he has rioted himsell
with authority and government. But if the individual is poor, he must endure
the whipping,
ind similarly with adultery, an act originally punishable by death, and
later by banishment, whippings, and public debasement of all varieties is nofw
(1763) made punishable by a fine not exceeding 100 pounds, or imprisonment not
86
exceeding six months, or a whipping not exceeding thirty stripes.
It is interesting, and significant , that the new law dealing with adultery
was promulgated in 1765, that arbitary point which marks the drawing to
f[6. Persona convicted under Section 2 of the 1694 law, however, are still
subject to the penalties therein called for. The above penalty applies only
to those convicted under Section 1 of the 1694 law.
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a close of a distinct period in colonial history. That period in the history
of Massachusetts was characterized basically hy increasing commercializationjj
the accumulation of wealth in the hands of a small mercantile group, and a
small land-holding group, and more marked econcxaic class distinctions than
previously© What is the significance of this coincidence? Is it purely
accidental? The interpretation of this combination of circumstances that
occurs to the writer is that the changing economic base impelled a change in
the legal code. Gone were the critical pioneer days in which the entire
economy of the colony was dependent on the family. Although the family group
is still indispensable to the Province (since it is the seat of the bulk of
|
the manufacturing), there is a growing group whose economic existence is not
dependent on the patriarchal family. This group, no longer under the pioneey
necessity of an intact family, and ezeipcising the dominant position in the
local government, secures corresponding legislative changes. One hundred
pound fines have no place in a "hand-to-mouth" early colonial existence, but
they do have a very definite place in an expanding commercial economy.
Wo are presented, then, with a change in the law dealing with adultery
which lessens the severity of the original punishment (for those who can
afford to take advantage of it) and introduces for the first time the fine^
Under the new law, it now becomes possible for individuals possessing wealth
to take advantage of the opportunity to pay a fine. Less fortunate individuals,
who default payment of the fine, might be subject to either imprisonment or
whipping. For them, the change in the code represents no lightening of sevei
Ity. Under the law of 1694, had they been convicted under Section 1, the
punishment would have been not more than 30 stripes. Obviously it matters
little to the persoa
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involved whether the 30 stripes are administered under a new or an old statutel
87
Unless it can "be argued that 6 months in prison under shocking conditions i
i
(when imprisonment is inflicted insteaxi of the whipping) is a less severe '
punishment than the whipping, it is diff iculflio find a lessening of severity
in the new law for those unahle to pay the fine. Persons convicted iinder
Section 2 of the 1694 law were still subject to the public oppobrium inherent
in that law, and the whipping©
88
We have maationed above the large part played by the slave traffic in
the commerce of i.jassachusetts, and the light in which negroes were regarded
(i.e. as commodities). Seen against this background we can better understand
the raison d*etre of the laws inflicting the penalty of servitude on negToes
or imilattoes found guilty of fornication. A commodity on the tnarket, the
members of this racial £::roup become a coffLmodLty to be sold when they violate
a law v/hich i iflicts only a minor punishment on the members of the Caucasian
race. Here we see distinctly the v;arp and v/oof of economic base and legal
superstructure©
i
87. See Cantor, Ilatlianiel, "^.easures of Social Defence", :oriiQll Lav. -^uartT^t
vol. 22, no. 1, Dec, 1936, p. 18; e»nd Llcl^aster, J.B., A History of the
People of the United States , vol. 1, pp. 98-102©
88. See above, pp© 3fr»37©
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The period fror.i 1763 to 1808 witnessed the political revolution of
the colonies, and the very beginnings of an even raore ove]>whelniing economic
revolution, "Let it be remembered", TTeeden tells us, "that o « » an econoiiiic p
principle crushed the crown in ^erica end founded a new er;roire«,«I'erchants /
agreed not to import; rich as vjell as poor dressed in honespun, ate no lamb
to save the \too1, wliile orders for British roods -.lere cancelled, and ruin
1
faced British manufacturers as yiell as factors."
jj
Thus did the colonists answer the attempts of the British crovm to
suppress their industrial life in order tliat British manufacturing interests
might prosper frcci the colonial markets. The restrictions iiAposed by Oreat
Britain had not succeeded in preventing the colonists from weaving their
own cloth, manufacturing hats from furs, or manufacturing their own iroa.
The colonists had proceeded to carry on whatever econonie activi'^ies they
found profitable (largely still on a domestic level) despite the ro^-^l
2
edicts forbidding thai.
vaien Benjai-iin Franlrlin told the British governiaent, "I do not !a:0T? |j
a single article imported into the ITorthem colonies but vihet they can
j
either do without or mal:e themselves, Tlie people will spin end worl: for
3
themselves in their own hor.es," he res describing .;uo . ow . 114 land economic
structure of domestic industry in which "nearly every household carded and
4
spun, ei.iployinr its own inr-fltcs, ire liir*!- ll-'-^on,"
1, eoden, <7,b,, op. cit, vol, 2, pp. 718-719,
£, './eeden, W.B,, op. cit , vol. 2, p. 723,
3, "Teeden, op. cit, vol, 2, p. 723,
4, Wceden, op. cit, vol, 2, p. 731,
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Llassachusetts had been atdtatine for sone tiiae against the importation
of British £oods, and this uovenent of protest cane to a head in 1768 Y/hen
it becaiae known that troops V7ere beinc scsit over to enforce obedience to the
royal orders, "In ^.-iict, 1768, the nerchants of Boston sirned en a^reer.ent
not to iiuport nerchandize frori Great Britain, excepting soiae few necessaries
5
during the year 1769, " Pablic opinion functioned vigorously against
vi'olators of this agreement. The year 1769 sav/ a fifty per cent drop in
6
imports for ITew England over the year 1768»
The Port Bill of 1774 which vrould punish Boston by closing her harbor
was follovved by the union of the thirteen colonies to resist any such action.
I
A "universal suspension of exports and inports" was the ans^rer of the colonies
7
to Parliament and the i:ing. "A growing people, accur-.ulatin:: wealth t::roughj,
evasions of navigation and Sugar Acts, through neglect of excise laws, found!^
an easy viay to open resistance of the Stamp and Tea Acts, In resisting j
constituted authority that oppressed their daily living they learned to
8
establish a constitution of their oym,"
We must keep in mind, however, that whereas these developments were
bringing about a steady increase in l^ew England Manufacturing, these in-
creases "did not keep pace with the increasing capital of the country' gained
9
froan other sources [i^»e, corrrercej ,"
Following the aggravation produced from the Stamp ^ts, a growing
sentiraent for goods of Aiierican make swept the New England colonies. It
5, "Jeeden, i7,B,, op. clt , vol, 2, p, 7«y.
6, ',/eeden, W.B,, op. cit « vol, 2, p, 725»
7, V/eeden, '.7.B,, op, cit, vol, 2, p, 727«
8, V/eeden, W,B,, op. cit , vol, 2, p, 729.
9, V/eeden, V/,B,, op. cit, vol, 2, p. 731«

was a natter of lauch pride when the Harvard Class of 1768 was graduated
10
dressed entirely in Anerican manxifactured goods. Spinning by families
and patriotic groups was a regular pastime. Boston, in 1768, revived the old
linen industry and Brookfield started a woolen factory. "Premiums were
11
offered to encourage the gro\7th of raw Materials and their nanufacture,
"
In other fields of production, hiills producing potash, steel, netels,
powder, iron, paper, snuff, chocolate, pottery and shoes began to apneer in
12
increasing numbers.
Changes in agriculture v/ere few in number, A Bounty was offered in
13
Massachusetts to increase wheat production in 1763.
Surprizing as it may seem, despite the embargo on importations to the
14
colonies, i:assachusetts prospered in the years just before the Revolution.
As for the social customs of this period, they changed very little.
"Aaong the lower classes the standard of both manners and morals vies not
advancing." Bundling was still a coniaon practice, •Tossihly it was not as
immoral as this age would think, but from any point of view it reveals a
15
very coarse taste," Ilarriages were early, manners '"coarse but innocent"^
16
social entertainment rare and subdued. That the population was still irabuec,
with much of the Puritan ideology can be learned fror. en incident described
17
by Charles F. Arlaiiis which took place in Randolph in the year 1777. Dr.
Moses Baker, and a certain woman resident of that town were threatened
with tarring and feathering by a "vigilante" citizen froup nho were under
OT). cit. vol. 2,p , 733,
op. cit. vol. 2, pp. 732-753.
op. cit. vol. 2, pp, 734-735.
op. cit. vol. 2, p. 735.
op. cit. vol. 2, p. 736.
op. cit. vol. 2, p, 739.
10, fee den
11, ,7eeden
12, ..'ceden
13, Jeeden
14, V/eeden
15, Jeeden
16, V/eeden, V;,B,, op, cit. vol, 2, pp. 739-741,
TP, AHmmn, C,?.
, 0P« citj,^ pp. 511g 5ia»
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the impression that these two individuals were having inproper relations.
They took it upon themselves, supported by public opinion, to enforce the
idea of decent raorals, and only Dr. Baker's threat to fire, deterred then
from carrying out their plan.
The women of New England were reliable comrades during the revolution-
ary struggle of the colonies, and many of them were left widowed with large
families to carr^'- on alone after the battle was v/on. V/eeden cites the case
of Isaac Davis, captain of the minute-men of ^ton, aged 30, father of 4
children, and the first victim in the Concord fidit, "...he had parted from
his wife three hours before his death with the words, 'Take good care of
18
the children
I
During the French and Indian ".Tars, Massachusetts comT.erce had been
given considerable impetus as a result of the expanding trade with the
French West Indies* After, and as a result of the same war, Kassachusetts
entered the wVialing business on a large scale, reaching its high point in
19
1774-1775. During the Anerican Revolutionary war the export of only
inferior fish to the .Test Indies was allowed, 'Jlie scarcity of salt, and the
increase in sugar duties in 1764 worked hardships on the vital codfish
20
business of - assachusetts.
An additional irritation iiaposed by England on the eve of the revolution
involved restrictions on the growing coastal trade of the colonies,
I'eanwhile, the I.lassachusetts slave-traders were engaging in a brisk
business, bringing the bulk of their hur;ian ^rican cargoes to the '.Test
18, V/eeden, ./,B,
,
op, cito
,
vol, 2, p, 744,
19, V/eeden, V/,Bo, op, cit . vol» 2, pp, 745-749,
20» T^ceden, V/,B,, op, cit , vol, 2, pp. 749-750,
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Indies, ind shipbuilding; in that state rras a flourishing industry.
The rievolution brought a set-back to the coi-jaerce of the colonies,
./eeden tells ug that it "o«.'i72s coon sliattered and nearly destroyed in the
punishr:.ent adiaini stored by the nother country to her rebellious child,"
ind that ".,,A:ierica lost y/ealth on the hiiffl seas, until /she] replaced her
22
shattered vessels by laryer^nes with better cargoes,"
But this sane cor.iiiercial set-back brought advances in the field of
laanufacturirc where a beeirjiinr of diversification in industr:; took place.
It placed the colonies in a position \ip.QTe they v/ere able to r.ai:-^tain a
23
very favorable neutralit:; later during- the European -wars.
For ten years after the Anerican Revolution, the colonies passed
through an economic crisis and hard tir;cs, followinc on the heels of war-
tine cotxiercial speculationo Lar^e inports h^d been nade by the nerc" ants
.in anticipation of peace-tine prosperity-- w:.th its increase in nerkets for
exports. But the latter sir.ply did not exist nor develop. Two possible
renedies for th.e situation consisted in the openinf of new foreign niarl'.eta,
and the encouiacenient of hone production. The first renedy r^as put into
effect v/ith the opening- of new trade routes to the west coast of 4i erica,
to China, to the lilast Indies, and to Ij'rance, I'assachusetts uerchents
were pioneers in developing V.xe new routes s i in benefitinf fron their
bountiful profits, ind the second remedy functioned as well, with the
Initiation and flourishinf- of lar^e numbers of s:-,all nanufacturinc entei^
21, V/eeden, V/.B,, op. cit , vol, 2, p, 763,
22, Joeden, ./.B,, op, cit , vol, 2, pp, 767-768»
23, Callender, Guy Jtevens, Jelections fron the Bconoir.lc History of the
United States, 17C5-ie60 , Ginn end Co,, 1909, p. 125,

prizes, a result of these ne^.? activities, a nomal prosperit- was re-
24
stored to the colonies by 1769^
In '.Yeeden's words, ",,,the people, during the Revolution, had paused
for the ncoent in their natural coiriraercial development, and had becor.e an
25
industrial cormunity almost self-sustalningo" The first year of the Revo-
\
lution gave 1 assachusetts a business set-back, but within a year's tij.ie she
waa back on her feet again.
The period of the lievolution v/itnessed a considerable developcient in
the business of insurance or "underwriting", and also in the development
of joint enterprizes, "A person having either vecssel, limber, or fish \70uld
advertise for partners who coi.ild fumisih the elements lacking for a foreign
26
shipient," I
After 1775 the selling of masts to England became illegal. Instead
these trees now "served in equipping the stout ^ir^ericanj cruisers of 1612^
j
in which the children of Revolutionary sires fairly beat the great navy that
27
had once absorbed all the imperial trees of the subject colonies,"
In the realm of manufacturing, the colonies branched out still further
in the fields of munitions, clothing, gunpowder, sulphur, and powder. The
production of cloth became a universal domestic business engaged in by women
of all classes. The \7hitney gin had revolutionized tV:e cotton supply, and tha
manufacture of wool-cards (wiiich was subsidized by I> assachusetts in 1777)
increased the domestic homespun output. Iron, .steel, guns, scythes, axes,
pins, needles, nails, paper, snuff, c' ocolate and salt were now all being
28
turned out by 1 Massachusetts mills, "As the seaports suffered in foreign
24, Callender, G,S,, op, cit ,, p. IGl,
25o /eoden, ".7,B,, op. cit , vol, 2, p, 779,
26, ,/eeden, \/,B,, op, cit, vol, 2, p, 782,
27, ,/eeden, Ty,B,, op, cit , vol, Z, pp. TB^TB^.
28, V/eeden, W.B,, op. cit , vol, 2, pp. 786-795,

commerce, so the inland towns increased by these rough-and-ready industries,
instituted by the changes and necessities of war, and often stimulated by
29
bo\inties,"
Unsound monetary arrangements during and following the Revolution
hampered business expansion, however. The fluctuating paper currency
SO
"was a continual and varying perplexity to merchantSo"
Throughout this period the family remained the basic social and
economic unit for the vast majority in Massachusetts, ".o.each home con-
31
tained within itself 'almost all the original and most necessarj' arts,*"
Weeden tells us that the sabbath was still under puritanical observance by
32
many of the colonists.
Massachusetts set herself up as a "free cocanonwealth" following
the Revolution, and gave equality to Negro citizens in 1783.
The years from 1783 to 1789 witnessed the "poorest commerce known in
the whole history of the country," The United States suffered from an ui^-
favorable balance of trade, and Congress vjas unable to legislate tariffs
effectively as each state was free to regulate its own. As the states rave
over their power to the Union, they gained a more favorable commercial
position, ^d when fiurope soon became the scene of many revolutions,
the new Union came back once more in the comercial field. "Then Hew Tliirland
took her old place in the commercial marine, Ker fisherraen, sailors, and
29, .Voeden, V.'.B, op. cit ,. vol. 2, pp. 793-794,
30, ".Teeden, .7.B,, op. cit ,, vol. 2, pp. 797-799.
31, '.Yeeden, 'J.B,, op, cit ,, vol, 2, p. 805,
32, Jeeden, '.7.B,, op. cit. vol. 2, p. 606,
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33
chants carried the starr^'- flag throughout the seas of the world."
In 1786 the economic dissatisfaction of the poor people of T.assachusettp
oppressed by taxation and hard tines, found expression in open rebellion,
34
but they were suppressed in an arbitrary manner.
About 1783 I'assachusetts reflected the tendency in I^ngland for labor
to be taken frori the farm and placed in textile factories. In 1785 there
was forr^ed in Boston an association of tradesiaen and manufacturers. The
English inventions for textile production were spreadinf^ to the new uorld,
where they were soon supplemented by A.ierican creative genius, and Congress
35
protected the infant industries by heavy import duties in 1785,
I.Ieanwhile, "the old household industries made a final effort to renew
36
their hold on the growing life of the new tine," Textile manufacturing had
f^rown to be an iinportant family industry'' under the impetus of the T:evolution||
ary era, V/eeden vTOuld even assign the home industry production as e chief >
cause in the economic dislocation faced by the importing merchants after
37
the r:evolution» The years 1787-1769 sav/ a revival and further encourare-
.
ment of domestic industries,
iind with the fiiT.i cstablish'- e^.t of the new republic, co; j^.orce and manur
facturing gained new headway, y.u iat-'.er to the extent of im:.'orting slcilled
38
laborers from England,
TTnr».er V-q oo' Ig o." lnv7S -"lanr-ed '^y the new American Congress in 17C9, 1792
33, './codon, ?f,B,
,
op. 0 i t. vol. 2, P. 839,
34o T^codon, i.B., c it. vol.
o pp. 843-844.
35, '.Teeden, cit. vol. 2, PP« 847-848,
36, '.Teoden, c it. vol. *> p. 854,
37, V/eeden, OI). cit. vol. 2, p. 855,
38, Vfeeden, :t,b,, cit. vol. 2, p. 857,

and iei7, in which roreign vessels \7ere discririinated against in ^. erican
trade, cor.r ercial interests in i»r.orica leaped forward, "Tlie n^jnber of
vessels flying the «i,erican flag increased rapidly. The shipyards were
j|
busy building craft for ocean trade,.. the tonnage of t'le foreign trade rose
fron 123,893 in 1789 to 981,019 in 1610, and the proportion of foreign tradq,
carried in iii.ierican vessels increased from 24 to 92 per cent during the
saiie period. By 1060 the total tonnage of United States vessels had reached
39
2,807,000,"
The development of the steanship, the opening of canals and the laying
of railroads all coi:bined to . .a]:e the period in United States historv fron
40
1790 to 1860 one of "renaiiiable connercial deveiopnent,
"
Meanwhile, manufacturers, anxious for protection against keen ringlish
coi-ipet itora (vmo were "dutaping" their accumulated woolens, cotton cloths
and iron goods in Aaerica) secured from Congress a tariff on "all iiiported
industrial products, froii steel and iron to fish and salt," which tariff
41
netted the government 04,000,000 in 1791,
Under this protection, in-^'ustry began to expand with extraoixlinary
speed and with such rood profits as to attract capital from counercial
pursuits to it. In 1815 there were 62 tiiaes as many spindles hunminr in the ;
cotton Mills as in 1807 and 19 tir.ies as i.any woi'hors ei.iployed at -^'-e'^ r.s In
I8II0 In 1860 there were over ten tiiies as nany spindles in the cotton
39» Bimba, ^, op. cit . p. 61,
40, Bii.iba, A,, op. cit . p. 62, quoting Lippincott, ^sconorilc 3ovoIop..ont
of the United States, p. 263,
41, Bimba, A,, op, cit , p, 62,
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4S
mills as in 1815. Similarly, the woolen industry, and steel and iron
production expanded by leaps and bounds, ^though the above figures are for
the country as a whole, they may be taken as representative of I,:assachusettsf
industrial development, since that state was one of the leaders in the race.
imong the concomitants of this mushroom growth of industry were an
i
increase in the nuraber of workers employed in the factories (from 346,000
43
in 1820 to 1,511,000 in 1860 ), an increase in the population of the
country, and the growth of large urban areas.
44
The tendency already cited for land to become acquired by a small
group of speculators now increased with a rapidity corresponding to that
in the cornr.iercial and industrial brar ches of activity. "Tlie land lav/s were
enacted to discriminate against the poor settlers; they made it possible
for the capitalist companies as well as individual capitalists to secure
vast tracts for trivial sums and later force the actual settlers to pay
exorbitant prices for small plots, ^sentee landlordism became an important
factor. Speculation in land soon becaiae the main occupation of a great poi*-
45
tion of the master class,"
42, Eimba, A,, op. cit ,, p. 62,
43, Bimba, A,, op. cit ,, p. 63,
44, See above, p, 30,
45, Bimba, A,, op. cit », p, 64.
I
t
This enomous expansion in every phase of economic life was accompaniedjj
by economic crises in 1819 and 1837-1842o "Hiindreds of enterprizes were
prostrated, factories closed, thousands of workers thrown out of employments^
the streets of the industrial cities became crowded with destitute men and
45
women,
"
46
We have described earlier in this paper the colonial home as a unit
of production, and the strong unity of the family which resulted from ful-
filling this function along with others. In the period now under discussion
^
one important item in family production was being taken from it and trans-
ported into factories and mills, - the process of spinning and weaving,
many of the women and children who had formerly engaged in these occupations
in their homes, now left their homes and entered the factories in the
attempt to support themselves and their families, "The textile industry was
in the beginning and to a ver\'- great extent still remains the stronghold of
our women workers. In 1814 there were 30,000 working women in this industry,
48
while in 1648 their nuraber increased to 78,000,
Other industries, too, drew women and children from their homes to work
for long hours and small wages, Iv'ary Beard states that in 1837 women could
be found in about one hundred occupations outside the home. In the shoe
industiy of Massachusetts alone, 15,000 women were employed at unbelievably
49
low wages, A few years earlier (1832) it had been estimated by the New
England dissociation of Farmers, Mechanics and Other Working Men that two-
50
thirds of all factory workers were children under sixteen years. Mrs,
Beard also cites an estimate regardinc the earnii^g power of women in
46, Bimba, A,, op. cit, , p, 65,
47, See above, pp. 1, 9-12,
48, Bimba, A, op. cit» , p. 67,
49, Bimba, A,, op. cit, , p. 68, quoting Beard, Mary, A Short History of
the Atierican Labor I'ovement, pp, 47-48,
50, Bimba, A,, op. cit ,, p. 67, quoting Commons, J,R,, op. cit, , pp, 173-174,
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New ilnglaM that is revealing of the low incomes for which they worked.
V/ocaen v/ithout children engaged in the needle trades could earn a maxi-
nium of ^58 .SO annually, and woraen with children, not more than :^36.40
51
a year.
In 1855 Lucy Stone wrote, "Soae one in Philadelphia has stated that
women make fine shirts for twelve smd a half cents a piece; that no
woman can make more than nine a week, and the sum thus earned, after
deducting rent, feul, etc. leaves her just three and a half cents a day
5g
for bread. Is it a v/onder that women are driven to prostitution?"
Although this particular quotation is descriptive of Philadelphia, it wouldj
probably be equally applicable to the New .dngland section and : Assachusett a»
According to Oalhoun, in 1830 women's wages were lower than starvatioil
53
v/agea. Binding shoes, sewing rags, folding and stitching books, making
sheets suid trousers at 8 or 10 cents each were common occupations. Shirt-
making could be done at home. Line shirts a week at the most gave 90
5*
cents. Fifty cents a v/eek was the average. Out of the maximum ,2.50
that a factory girl earned, she must provide her own maintenance, contrib-
ute to her family's support, and set aside something for times of unenf-
ploymentl I.'o wonder Galho\m tells us it was not possible to live honestly
and decently on their wages. Because of the poverty, young girls were
315
driven to lives of shame to an incredible extent.
In the factories, the strain of long hours of labor in addition to the
"^X Bimba, A., op. cit . , p» iO, quoting. Beard, o'pV cit ., p. 48T
^
5?. Calhoun, A..'/., opT cit ., vol. 2, p. 121.
5^. Calhoun, A.W., op. cit ., vol. 2, p. 182.
9^. Calhoun, A.V/., op. cit ., vol. 2, pp. 182-183.
5^. Calhoun, A.W., op. cit., vol. 2, p. 186.

prevalent imsanitarj conditions was "bad for future mothers. In those cases
where the girls employed in the factory lived in the corporation boarding
iiouses, six or eight girls were required to share one room, often sleeping
56
three in one bed*
The fact that the pa^ of these women was frequently less than four
times that which men received for the same work "diminishes the imoortance
of woman in society, •••and^^increases the temptations to li^centiousness."
It is scarcely surprizing that morality should be at a low ebb and female
impropriety unfortunately of frequent and very general occurrence. Reverend
ii, Stevens, writing in 1849, says, "Female vice does exist aimong us, but
|j
it is less common than in any European community: it prevails among our
denser population and is chiefly the result there of poverty and mis-
education."
In 1834 at the first convention of the National Trades' Union, the
president of this same association described the conditions under which
the 4000 women employed in the factories of Lowell had to v;ork: *
dragging out a life of slavery and wretchedness, . .degraded females |~of3
woe-stricken appearance. These establishments are the present abode of
wretchedness, disease, and misery,, .tiie sons of our farmers, as soon as
they are of sufficient age, liave been induced to hasten off to the factory,
where for a few pence raore than the^- could get at home, they are taught to
become the willing servants, the servile instruments of their employers'
59
oppression and extortionl"
Jalhoun, A.V/», op. cit , voir~27T«" 183»
57, Jalhoun, A.W,, op, cit, vol, 2, p, 187»
58, Callioun, A,V/,, op, cit, vol. 2, p, 190»
59, 3imba, A,, on. cit. p, 84.
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Here again we see how the growth of the factory system was tearing
j
apart the institution of the family, limb by limb, until gradually we
are hardly able to recognize that once characteristic institution of
colonial life. The long hours of factory work, too, entered to disrupt
what was left of family life.
Anong the various demands of the rising labor organizations of the
period under discussion was the abolition of child and woman factory labor.
]
The objections they raised to this practice were two: "..first, because
such labor was detrimental tothe skilled workers, and second, because the
horrible conditions in the factories, the long hours of labor, and the
crushing of the health of women and children aroused widespread sympathy
60
among the men wage- earners."
However, the women factory workers were not relying entirely on the
sympathy of their brother-workers to bring about a betterment of their
conditions, for in 1834 we are presented with the spectacle of 2000 girl-
^
!
workers of Lowell* s textile factories striking in protest to a wage reduction^
61
and forming a union.
It is interesting to note that the industrialists making use of this
cheap labor rationalized their exploitation by claiming to benefit the
wcMnen and children socially and financially] Matthew Carey wrote that
girls of 10 to 16 years "too young or too delicate for agriculture" would
now be of value in a factory instead of being exposed as heretofore to
62
••vice and immorality" in a career of idleness. But Calhoun tells us
I
60. Bii.ba, A,, op. cit,
, p. 92.
61. Binba, .A., op. cit.
, p. 99.
62. Calhoun, A,\Y., op. cit ., vol. 2, p. 172.
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to the contrary that outrages were committed among the fa ctory women
whose pay was at a subsistence point. A Llassachusetts House Committee
on jilducation in 1836 reported, Causes are operating to deprive
young females oarticularly of means and opportimities of mental and moral
improvement essential to thetr "becoraing good citizens."
Following the fifteen years of riard times which came on the heels
of the panic of 1837, there was a period of industrial revival accompanied
by a rising price level, and increasing organization among labor. Higher !
i
I
wages, immigration restriction, and the ten-hour day were among the de-
mands of these unions. "It would be hard to find a branch of industry
in which there were no strikes during this period, .^s the years 1853-
,
I
1854 were years of so-called 'prosperity* many of these strikes v/ere
99
successful. The workers succeeded in winning higher wages." The severe
jj
crisis of 1857 threw many workers again onto the streets and worked Iiavoc
with the organized labor movement.
Calhoun tells us that there were no adetjuate educational facilities
for women during the first half of the nineteenth century, and that t!ie
object of whatever education did exist was to enable a ijirl to attract a
husband, nxaintain a home and manage her family. Although book education
j
was better than that in former ;iears, intellectual development was not
!
open to women.
V/oman's le^-al and intellectual status during this period was "medieval
66
and permeated with injustice. In 1845 the narriaje relation was defined
as " a legal unity, the object of which was to secure unity of family
65* Calhoun, A.V/., on. cit., vol. 2, p. 179.
64 o Oal houn, A.V/ •
,
cit., vol. 2, p. 180.
65. :Umba, A., op. cit ., p. 106. 1'
66. Bimba, on. cit ., p. 106. 1'
ftf«- Calhoun, A.^d., op. cit., vol. Zf p. 86t -—:
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support and government «" "The public opinion of men required of women a
stricter observance of certain morals than it demanded of men; but they
70
had not ventured in that age to put the idea into the criminal code*"
In addition to the purely economic forces disrupting the family group,
there were many closely related sociological factors working toward the same
end. Population shifts from co\mtry to city concomitant with the processes
of industrialization had resulted in a decrease in the number of uersons
71
who married at all since, ".•city life tends to discourage marriage."
Then too, the growing economic independence of women gave them greater free-
dom of choice in the matter of marriage, many remaining single who, under
stress of economic necessity, might otherwize have sought security in marriage.
Marriages once contracted often could not stand the strain when a husband
became resentful of his wife's successful career, and broke up when the wife
insisted on maintaining her work, ^though these additional sociological 1
factors were of considerable influence in molding the shape assumed by the
i
I
family, time will not pemit an elaboration upon them in this paper. |
From 1765 to 1779, every few years saw the revival of the old laws or
the enactment of new enabling the overseers of the poor, and selectmen to
take care of idle and disorderly persons, vagrants and the poor. The law
'
73
enacted in 1770 would indicate that the number of persons who might be
69, Ca3Jioim, A. W.
,
op, cit
., vol. 2, p. 95,
70, Calhoun, A,W.
,
op. cit. , vol, 2, p. 94,
71, Groves, K,R, and Ogbum, V/,F., Anerican Marriage and Family Relationships,
New Yoik, 1928, p. 299.
72^ The Acts and Resolves, Public and Private, of the Province of the L'-assa-
chusetts Bay. '.Vright and Potter Printing Co., 1881, vol, 4, pp. 524, 766,
920; vol. 5 (1886), pp. 46, 87, 460, 1123.
73, The Acts and Resolves, op. cit
., vol, 5, p. 46.
5 i;
incarcerated was reaching beyond the "bounds of the Province's house of ;
correction facilities. This law allowed the justices to "otherwize
punish them by setting in the stocks, not exceeding 3 hours, or by
whipping not exceeding 10 stripes" at his discretion. The preamble
^
to the act explains, also, that often when persons guilty \inder this
statute are being transported back to their own county for imprisonment,
'
they escape without any punishment at all« This law would mete them out
a punishment on the very spot,
||
In the conpilation of laws of the free Comnonwealth of Llassachusetts
after the Revolution, under the title of "The General Laws of Massachu-
setts from, the -Adoption of the Constitution to Feb, 1822", we trace
our way further in this field of legislation*
We find a law passed in 1784 entitled "An Act against Adultery, Polygamy
74
||
and Lewdness." The section dealing with adiiltery places it at the
discretion of the justices to inflict one or all of four penalties, -
an hour on the gallows with a rope about ones neck, a public whipping of
74, The General Laws of Massachusetts fran the Adoption of the Cor.atitution
to Feb.1622 , vol. 1, edited hy '^" eron ! etcalf^p. 176.
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not more than 39 strides, irapri sonnent , and fine. After the peaalt;- is
paid, the violator is "bo\md to the good "behavior." The aa^Tavation of
the offense is tc be the detenainin^ factor in the justice's choice of
puni s hnient •
Volygsaai' carried a similar discretionary- punishment, except that the
whipping was not to exceed 30 stri des, llor did this lav/ aopl;;' in cases
where the ivosband or wife iiad oeen absent seven years.
Section 3, pertaininj to lewdness, reads as follows:
"That if an-" .'.aan and woman, either or both of whom being then fiiarriefi,
shall lewdly ajid lasciviousl;- associate and cohabit together, or if any
nian. or woman loarried or tmmarried siiall be guilt;- of open gross le\v.iness
and lascivious behaviour, and being thereof convicted before t\\e Justices
of the Supreme Judicial Court, " shall be punisned b;/ sitting in the
pillory, or a whipping, or fine, or imprisonment or all four.
75
In 1786 a law was passed for the punishment of fornication. The
man, if he was unable or neglected to pay a fine ranging froM 30 shillings
to 5 pounds, v/as widpped not exceeding 10 stripes. Tliis made possible tiie
i/iiposition of a sinaller fine than the 5 pounds of the 1692 statute, and
to this extent represented a lightening of the punishment. The woman was
to pay a fine of from 6 shilling's to 3 poujids, or spend from 2 to 30 da; s
in prison or the house of correction. The lesser fin^ for the woman and t:^
substitution of incarceration for the whipping would indicate that she
received less blame than the man. This is of considerable interest, es-
pecially in light of a later reversal in this principle.
75. The General Laws of I.^ssachusetts, op» cit., vol. 1, pp." 237-238.
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i'joreover, if the v/OLaan voliintaril- oonfesaed her sin before a Justic
of the Peace aM paid him 6 sliillineS as the fine for the first offense
and 12 shillings for each offense thereafter (and filed her receipt v/ith
the clerk of court), she freed herself from further prosecution on that
count*
The year 1787 sav/ the enactment of further legislation for dealing
with *'Ro£,aies, Vagabonds, common Beggars and other idle, disorderly and
76
lev/d persons*" Section 2 entumerates amon;: those who are to be committe<i
to the houses of correction: stubborn servants or ciiildren, co:rj2M3n night-
v/alkers, wanton and lascivious persons in speech, conduct or behaviour*
77
In 1797 another lav/ was passed dealing with these sa/ne catec^-ories
empowering the overseers of the houses of correction to let out 1he
inmates under contract to nearby e.'.iployers ard in 1802 there was further
legislation requiring that the keepers of houses of correction see that
materials are furnished by the county to keep the inmates occupied, and
that towns, parents or masters cannot send in such material without the
78
keeper's consent*
We see the beginning of the exodus of the pillory, the gallows and
the whip as tools of nunisriment when it was enacted by the Senate and Housd
79
of Representatives meeting in a General Court in 1813 tliat:
"••ofor any crime or misdemeanor •••now pxmishable by whipping, stand^^
in the pillory, sitting on the gallows, or imprisonment in the cocunon gMli
of the coujity,,,, ^t he Supreme Judicial Court of the CorrjaonsrealtfTy • • •
j
may, at their discretion, in cases not already provided for, in lieu of tttis
76, The General Lav/s of -laooachusctt s. op. cit •, vol. 1, p. 322*
77^ The Gene ral Laws of .".iissachusetts. op. cit •
,
vol. 1. pp. 557-558*
78* The General Law 3 of I.jaosachusetts, op. oit.. vol. 2, pp. 63-34*
79* The General Laws of .gjaacimset ts , or. cit., vol. B, 9, 329«
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punishments aforesaid, order and sentence such convict or convicts to
suffer solitary imprisonment, for a tern not exceeding; 3 months, and to
'be confined to hard lalDOur, for a term not exceeding 5 years, according
to the aggravation of the offence*"
In the same vear, a special law was /nade with regard to the punish-
80
ment of women in light of tne above ruling. This law stated that when
a woman was convicted of any crime for which she might "be sentenced to
solitary punishment and confinement at hard labor, the court could, at
its discretion, sentence her to the solitary imprisonment only. Here,
again, then, we see a functioning of the law to favor the women and infli<j"t
a lighter p^unishment upon them than upon the men.
V/hen the !le vised Statutes of the Commonwealth of FAssachusetts were
80. The General Lav/s of I.^assachusetts, op. cit», vol. 2, pp. 338-339.
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passed in 1835, they erabodied penalties for adultery, lewd and lascivious
cohabitation and fornication which have remained identical (with one changti
81
in the latter offence) to the present day»
82
For adultery that penalty was and is not more than three yearsin the
state prison, or not more than two .;ears in the county jail, or a fine
not exceeding ..i^SOOo
83
For lev/d and lascivious cohabitation the lav/ reads: "If any man
and woiafiin, not being married to each other, shall lev/dly and lasciviously
associate and cohabit together, or if any nan or wcaan,married or un-
married, shall be guilty of open or gross lev/dness, and lascivious be-
havior, every such person shall be punished by imprisonment in the state
prison, not more than 3 years, or in the county jail, not /no re than 2 years
or by fine not exceeding vSOO."
8l« Hov/eve'r, by an e'na'c't'm'e'nt' in 1905 ( Supplement to the P.evise^ Laws of the
Commonwealth of i.Lassachusetts
,
1902-1908
,
".'.'right and Potter Printing Oo«,
1910, pp. 1459-1460) these harsh penalties became translated into still
longer terms for women offenders. It was ruled that a woman who is sen-
tenced to the reformatory prison (t!ie construction of which was authorized
in 1874, Supplement to the_General Statutes of the Co.ijnonwealth of :. assa-
chusetts
, (vol. Z f 1875-188X/_elited by ..illiam a« Riciiardoon and leorge ji
P. Sanjer, Hand, ^very and Jo., 1882,'^ pp. 295-299^ for a felony may be
held therein for not more than 5 years; or if sentenced for a longer terra
than 5 years, may be held for such longer term. A.r)ji further, it was
ruled that a woman who is sentenced to said reformatory prison for a
misdemeanor may be held therein for not more than 2 years.
In 1907, in an act relating to sentences to tlie reformator;: prison
for women, it was stated: "A prisoner who is sentenced to the reformatory
prison for women for drunkenness, for simple assault, for being a night-
walker, for forjii cation, for being idle and disorderly, for ko^ ' a dis-
orderly house, for lawdness, for stubbornness, for being a vi. » or
for tuilawful taking, »«if* maj' be held therein for not more than two yearsJ
A prisoner who iJ sentenced to said reformatory prison for any offence not
[
named in this section may be held t'norein for not i:iore than 5 years,
unless sentenced for a longer term, in which case she may be held for such
longer term." ( 3up"l0"'eat to the .'Revised Laws of the Jo.rjnonwealth of ..ass- ^
achuaetts, 1902^J08, op. cit ., pp. 1460-1461.)
82. The ;:evised Statutes of The Comfltonv/ealth of ^/Jissacauseits passed i.ov.4,
1835', edited by Theron Letcalf and Horace Uaxuly , Dutton and ..entworth,
1956 . Pt-?^9 t
'
83« The Revised Statutes , op. cit ., p. 739»
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In the case of fornication the penalty v/as not ruore tlian 2 nonths
in the county jail or a fine not exceeding ^30, In the General Statutes
of 1860 this v/as ciianged, however, to call for not nore than 3 months in
85
jail or the ;.."30 fine.
In 1783 the free coinmonv/ealth of liassachusetts gave equ^lit;- to her
ifegro citizens. Yet it v/as not imtil 60 years later, 1843, that ]:egroes
86
v/ere legally free to n.arry wiiite oersons.
Amon-^ the iltatutes of 1860 was one dealing; with . .stuohorn
children, .common night walkers, ler.d, wanton, and lascivious persons in
speech or behavior ,.. ,a:id all other idle and disorderly persons," stating
that they raight oe co/n/aitted for not idore than six nontixs to tne house
of correction or v/orkhouse, or that they may have the alternative of
87
pa;dng a fine not exceeding v20«
It v/as also rvJLed in the sarae ; ear that individuals convicted for
the third tine as common night walkers jta; he sentenced to the house of
88
correction or v/orkhouse not exceeding five ; ears.
89
In the Hevised Statutes of 1835 it was declared tiiat: '*when the
sentence of confinement at hard labor, for any term of tine, is av/arded
against a female convict of whatever age, ^::e cov.rt^ siiall order such
sentence to he executed, either in t:\e house of correction or in the
county jail, and not in the state prison."
84, The l-.evisod Joatutes , on. cit ., p. 740.
85. The Senec^.l 3tatutos of tiie Joiru .onv/oalth of ...j.sjachusetts
,
1B60
,
V/illiam ..'hite, 1860, p. 818.
8B. The General Statutes, 1860 , o,''. cit ., p.820.
86. its to
oOttS
t.es. J/
to 1 to
1849 inclusive, edited by Theron ...otcalf and i.ut:ior S. lAisiiing,
Uutton and rth, 1849, p. 248.
88. ahe-Jeneral utaStlBoQ, op. cit.»- p.- B21.
89. The Revised Statutes of tiie Jo onwealth of . .uo -a'^ jtts
,
1835
,
op. cit
p. 782.

Dr. (ioelDel tells us that the pronouncements of the United States
courts after the devolution were colored "by three eleraents, a chan^-ed
psychology, a cnanjed political piiilesophy, and an aversion to the past.
ife places special emphasis on the ciianged political philosophy in
which sovereignity was considered as resting in the people rather than
the King. "The substitution of new theories consonant vvitii the underlying
political philosophy of the state made historical considerations undesir-
90
able or even impossible." However much this principle of change may
liave been at work in other phases of the law, it only superficially in-
fluenced the laws under discussion here, which still rout.ined funda-
mentally the same.
In the early part of the period under discussion, one can see the
steadily increasing trek of society's discards making their painful way
tiirough the wretched jails and iiouses of correction of the Commonwealth.
That it becajiie desirable in 1770 to otinish them by the stocks or whip
instead of incarceration, and in 1797 to bind them out to work, v.cw.ld
shov/ tiiat accoriodat ions were quite inc^jfficient for all that were turning
up. They would indicate the existence at tiiis time of a "standing army of
misfits."
The law of 1784 dealing with adultery discarded one link withthe
past when it no longer included tne grotesque use of the letter A worn
openly on ones clothing. Otherv/ize it citing tenaciously to the pre-re-
volvitionary penalties of 1763.
The reduction in fines in 1786 for those found guilty of fornicatioa.
gO.Casea and Alate rials, o-^. cit. edited "by Gcebel, J., p. 350.'
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and the substitution of imprisonment in place of a wliipping for the wor.en,
show a lessening of the severity of punishnent for this offence. And the
initial trend away from whipping; as a penalty, applied at first to the
women only, indicated the path that would taken at a later date (1813)
when whippings were abolished for all. These, then, represent steps in
the direction of liberalization of the law wliich vyent hand in hand with
the very beginnings of our factory system.
One of the outstanding developments of this period was the section
of the above-mentioned lav/ dealing with fornication, in which a womn
voluntarily confesses, pays a s.aall fine and is freed from prosecution.
The attitude of the court toward fornication as judged by this section
is certainly not one of .^rave seriousness. The s.Tiallness of the fi ne
and tae provision made for lari;:er fines for the frequent offenders,
would indicate a v/idespread and oft-repeatei occurrence.
Perhaps one reason for the attitxile of tho court as expresseciin
this law v/as the increased occurrence of extra-marital relations with the i
beginnings and growth of the factory s stem. The attitude mirrored in
this law may be interpreted as indicating the predominance of the
practice in question.
A continuation of the same idea is found in 1860 when the state of
I.'ASsachusetts found it necessar- to deal with persons who were repeatedly
convicted for co!imon nightwalking, a maximum terra of five ;. ear^n tho
house of correction or workhouse for third offenders -..as established.
Looking back into t'le social and econOiidc picture oi' i;ie ^.ears
preceding 1860, we find tiie conditions which gave rise to the more common
and repeated occurrence of "common nightwalking." We find the ateurvation
<
79
^7ages of factory- 7?orkers, the miserable housing conditions, the inferior
social and intellectual status of wonen, and the absence of educational
facilities, all combining to drive wonen into any line of activity which
would help them supplement their income. Conditions of this sort, without
alleviation, drove girls onto the street and kept them there in an effort
to subsist. And Massachusetts thought it desirable to deal harshly with
those unlucky enough to get "picked up" three tices.
The penalties for adultery and lewd and lascivious cohabitation as
set forth in 1835, although omitting the gpllows and whipping of the
preceding rulings, could scarcely be called less severe. In fact, Professor
Fish says, "...the code of the thirties and forties was exceptionally strict."
Nor could these laws be called in harmony with the changing economj' of the
period. Certainly they reflect no "aversion to the past", but, on the
contrary, they bring to light the tendency of the legislature to retain the
ideology of the past in dealing with these matters.
That the English theological influence was still existent can be gathered
92
from a court decision made in 1839 in the case of the Commonwealth v. Call.
Whatever, therefore, may have been the original meaning of the term adultery"^
it said, "it is very obvious that we have in this Coi .monwealth adopted the
91
definition given to it by the English ecclesiastical courts, italics mine
.
[ "3
and this not merely in relation to divorces, but also as descriptive of a
^93
public crime, lit alics 'mine/ Professor Goebel explains it as a tendency for
the "Anerican judicial opinion to reflect English rather than Anerican
social conditions jitalics mine
J
91o Fish, Carl, R., The Rise of the Cormon i:&x\ , 1830-1850 (1 History of Anerican
Life, vol. 6), The Macmillan Co., 1927, p. 152.
92. 38 Mass. 509.
93o Cases and Materials , op« cit. , p. 534.
94. Cases and Materials, op. cit . p. 538. ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
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That the 1855 laws dealing with adultery and lewd and lascivious cohab-!
itation and the 1860 laws pertaining to fornication, common night walkers,
lewd, wanton and lascivious persons in speech and behavior should have
existed unchanged on the statute books to the present day is a telling
commentary on the lag that exists in this field between social conditions
and the laws* A century of tremendous economic, caamercial and industrial
expansion and development has changed the nature of our social institutions
and bro\ight into existence behavior patterns which reflect the need of a new
morality. Yet the persons molded by these new conditions can be penalized
by laws which popular opinion continues to accept as the traditional code.
The result is that a lag exists between the laws supported by a conservative
public opinion and the changing conditions \inder which the laws operate.
Take for example those young persons who postpone marriage for several years
in order that they may first becane financially secure. Economic insecurity
is an important factor in delaying marriages for long periods. Yet, these
I
young couples will often not wait until marriage before becoming sexually
intimate. I.'odem contraceptive information enables then to do so with fair
certainty of not running the risk of having children before they are ready.
Economic conditions function to delay their marriage, physical maturity
tends to draw them together; the law places the stigma of criminality upon them.
It is recognized that social adjustments might be made which would enable these
young people to marry and thus avoid the legal opjfcbrium, but it is neverthe-
less unfortunate that where such ad Justaents are not made, the law may penalize
the persons involved xinder a criminal statute.
i
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DIGEST
To knit together completely the strands of the sociological base and its
legal superstructure in the parti ciaar field under discussion would require
the skill and deftness of a thoroughly- trained social and legal artist. One
less fully equipped can only point to the basic pattern, omitting the finer
details of color and texture. The basic pattern would appear to be clear
enough in its form to indicate the close correlation between the socio-
ecohomic groundwork and its legal off-spring.
When the Massachusetts colony got its start on the new continent, two
main factors she5)ed the attitude taken toward sex morality. First, was the
necessity of protecting the family es the essential economic unit of society.
Secondly, the theological bent of the leaders' minds deteimined the peculiar
translation of moral code into criminal offenses, ^en the economic necessity
of the initial colonization period vanished, with an upsurge of cccmercial
activity in the 18th century and one of industrial activity in the late 18tli
and throughout the 19th centuries, one would logically expect to see a harmon-
ious change in the character of these same laws. Two of the factors which
had combined to give rise to them originally had quite disappeared, - the
colonial economy and the Puritan elect* The home, which they had aimed to
maintain intact, was now being broken up by a multitude of moving social and
economic forces. All the king's horses and all the king's men - let alone
the Puritan laws - could not put it nor keep it together again*
11
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•TPhe waning of the authoritative elements in the family is very
probable in the ligjit of economic dianges which have occurred since the advent
of capitalistic society. Production for the marljEt instead of for the hous^
hold tends to remove the center of production outside the family - from the
artisan*s workshop to the factory, from a desk in the home to an office,,,.
Capitalistic economy, furtheir.ore, is not satisfied with the productive
services of merely the father or some other leading and responsible menber
of the household; it attracts the labor of all adults and in many cases of
the children., oleisure time activities as well as work have beed. quite gen-
erally transferred frcca the family to the larf;er social units," ^
To be sure, with the change and developnent of the economy of Massachu-
setts, there have come some changes in these laws. But, the new moral code
which has sprung up as a result of the economic developments of the past
three centuries has failed to replace the obsolete colonial moral code as
I
interpreted into the legal statutes. That is to say, the changes in the laws
dealing with femle sex offenders fran colonial days to the present have been
changes in degree of punishment , rather than in a re-statement of what may
be considered "sex offenses." At the same time, the changing economic and
I
social conditions have brought changing relations between men and women, and
a changing morality in their waka.
I
Thus, the change in the base has been caae of substance ; that in the laws
f
one of degree. But even the change in degree has been scant. The tempo of
today, econon-ically, socially and morally, is distinctly twentieth century;
these laws are seventeenth (or the eighteenth and nineteenth century modifi-
cations of the seventeenth) century in fonn and spirit. It is, to say the
least, queer, and Indeed a coinaentary on our culture, that today's laws in
this realm still echo the original Puritan terminology.
1. Brinkmann, Carl, "The Family, Social Aspects", Encyclopaedia of the Social
Sciences, vol. 6, p. 68.
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